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November 9, 1995 |

EA 95-250 I
|

Mr. Robert G. Byram |Senior Vice President - Nuclear
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company
2 North Ninth Street
Allentown, Pennsylvania 18101

SUBJECT: PREDECISIONAL ENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE BASED ON SECRETARY OF LABOR
DECISION AND ORDER OF REMAND

Dear Mr. Byram:

On October 20, 1995, the Secretary of Labor (SOL) issued a Decision and Order
of Romand that indicated one of your employees at Susquehanna was
discriminated against by the Pennsylvania Power & Light Company (PP&L) for
raising concerns regarding a security matter while performing his duties at
Susquehanna (Reference 94-ERA-32). The employee filed his complaint with the
Department of Labor on June 13, 1994, alleging that he received lower
performance ratings for reporting misconduct by his immediate supervisor to
the NRC in September 1992.

Based on the SOL finding, it appears that a violation of 10 CFR 50.7 occurred.
Accordingly this apparent violation is being considered for escalated .

enforcement action in accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and |
Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions" (Enforcement Policy), (60 FR 34381;
June 30, 1995). Accordingly, no Notice of Violation is presently being
issued.

A predecisional enforcement conference, which will be transcribed, to discuss
this apparent violation will be scheduled at a mutually agreeable time to be !
held in the NRC Region I office in King of Prussia, PA. The decision to hold
a predecisional enforcement conference does not mean that the NRC has
determined that a violation has occurred or that enforcement action will be
taken. This conference is being held to obtain information to enable the NRC
to make an enforcement decision, such as a common understanding of the facts,
root causes, corrective actions, significance of the issues and the need for
lasting and effective corrective action. In addition, this is an opportunity
for you to point out any errors concerning our understanding of this issue and
for you to provide any information concerning your perspectives on 1) the
severity of the violation, 2) the application of the factors that the NRC
considers when it determines the amount of a civil penalty that may be
assessed in accordance with Section VI.B.2 of the Enforcement Policy, and
3) any other application of the Enforcement Policy to this case, including the
exercise of discretion in accordance with Section VII.

As an interested party to this matter, the former Security Shift Supervisor
(and his legal council or representative, should he so choose) should be in
attendance at this conference. During the course of that conference, the
staff may desire to question the former Security Shift Supervisor in private
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in order to afford an atmosphere free of any perception of licensee duress.
Further, a separate predecisional enforcement conference with the former
Security Shift Supervisor will be conducted following the conclusion of the
conference with your staff.

You will be advised by separate correspondence of the results of our
deliberations on this matter. No response regarding this apparent violation
is required at this time.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

|
Sincerely,
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY:

| JAMES C. LINVILLE for
!

| Richard W. Cooper, II, Director
Division of Reactor Projects

| Docket Nos. 50-387; 50-388
License Nos. NPF-14; NPF-22

Enclosure: Copy of Enforcement Policy (60 FR 34381; June 30, 1995)

cc w/o enc 1:,

! H. G. Stanley, Vice President - Nuclear Operations
J. M. Kenny, Nuclear Licensing
G. T. Jones, Vice President - Nuclear Engineering
M. M. Urioste, Nuclear Services Manager, General Electric

| C. D. Lopes, Manager - Nuclear Security
| W. Burchill, Manager, Assessment Services
! H. D. Woodeshick, Special Office of the President

R. Wehry, Nuclear Licensing
J. C. Tilton, III, Allegheny Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
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Distribution w/o enc 1:
Region I Docket Room (with concurrences) j
K. Gallagher, DRP
D. Screnci, PA0 (2) -

D. Holody, RI -|
J. Joustra, RI |

K. Smith, RI I

D. Vito, RI
NRC Resident' Inspector
PUBLIC

Distribution w/o enc 1:
W. Dean, OEDO
C. Poslusny, Project Manager, NRR
J. Stolz, PDI-2, NRR i

Inspection Program Branch, NRR (IPAS)

bec w/o enc 1: 1

D. Zdanavage
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J4J6u t ederal Register \ oi 50. No. 126 ' Frida) . it.ne 30. 1995 Rules and Regulations *
-

.

~

NUCt. EAR REGULATO3Y NRC Enforcsment Program." was
efrect."(Brock v. Cathedral Bluffs Shat'COMMISSION published in Apnl 1995. The team
Oil Co 796 F.2d 533. 539 (D.C. Cir.!' report. in Recommendation II. G-3, 1986) citing 44 U.S.C.1510 (1982)l.!

10 CFR Part 2 recommended that the Enforcement Therefore, because the Enforcemem! Policy be removed from the Code of Policy is not a regulation. the
Poincy and Procedure for Enforcement Federal Regulations (CFR) because the Commission is removing it from theActions; Removal Enforcement Policy is not a lation. Code of Federal Regulations. Revisions
AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory

ihdt0 P 2 d" #I
Commission.

Appendix C to provide widesp end
ACTiost: Policy statement. dissemination of the Commission's To ensure widespread dissemination

" *ent Policy own, aAer the the Enforcement Policy will be provided
guessAnv:The Nuclear Regulatory . to licensees. made evallable on an

I Commission (NRC)is removing its Commission first pu ished the
electronic bulletin board, and published

! Ceneral Statement of Policy and 5$* 's " Gen re tatement ofbeProcedure for Enforcement Actions p #I "" "" 'maintained that the NRC Enforcement(Enforcement Policy) from the Code of " ' ' * * * ^#'""*-
Federal Regulations because the Policy is a policy statement and not a

regulation. The Commluion's reason for Paperwork Reduction Act StatementEnforcement Policy is not a regulation. having a policy statement rather than a
pates: his action is effective on June rule was explained in the Statement of This policy statement contains no

Considerations that accompanied the information collection requirements .
30,1995.

Submit comments on or beforv August publication of the 1982 Enforcement end. thereforo. is not subject to the I

14.1995. Comments received after this Pohey, ne Commission stated then: Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44
date will be considered ifit is practical )~
to do so but the Commission is able to reflected throuhout it is that thebasis of this policy that is

An underlyi
List of Subsects in 10 CFR Part 2

assure consideration only for comments determination of the appropriots seaction
received on or before this date. requires the exercise of discretion such that Administretive Prectics and ,

{ Anon is tailored the P st. y uAconESSES: Send written comments to: e en e]tThe Secretary of the Commission. U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. discretion provided. the enforcement policy Environmental protection. Nuclear
Washington, DC 20555. ATIN: is being adopted as a statement of general materials. Nuclear power plants and

policy rather than as a regulation. reactors. Penalties. Sex discrimination.Docketing and Service Branch. Hand notwithstanding that & staternent has been Source material. Special nucleardelitt comments to:11555 Rockville promulgated with notice and comunent
Pike. Rockville. Maryland, between 7:45 procedures. A general statement of policy material. Waste treatment and disposal. ,

I

will rmit the Commission maximumam and 4:15 pm. Federal workdays.
U**ifIII'7 " 'evisin8 the Policy statement PART 2-rut.ES OF 9RACTICE FORICopia ofcomments received may be DOMESTIC 1.lCENSING PROCEEDINGS

j7 , ( ,fpp N ,*t.w N b es
* '"examined at the NRC Public Document AND ISSUANCE OF ORDERS,,

Room. 21201. Street.NW. (Lower necewery to reRect changes in policy and
14vell. Washington. DC. direction of the Cornrnission (47 FR 99s9. I he authority citation for art 2
FOA FURTHEA seF0matAT10ed CoorTACT: March 9,1992). P*"
James Lieberman. Director. Office of For the same reesons, the Commission Authority secs.1at.1st.se stat. 94a..

Enforcement. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory continues to hold the view that the Q as amen ,2 3y,Commission. Washington. DC 20555 Enforcement Policy is a pohey , , _
14 2 U.S.C. 2241h sec. 201, sa stat.1242. as(301)415-2741. statement. However. at least one court,
amended (42 U.S.C. 5s41)* * *.suPPuneENTARY INFOAttATiete: On May in considering whether an enforcement

13.1994, the NRC's Executive Director policy was a policy statement or a Appendix Cto Pod 2(Removedl
for Operations established a review regulation, noted that if the policy were
team to assess the NRC enforcement Published in the CFR. It would be

2. Appendix C to Part 2 is removed.

program. The review team repost. Properly treeted as a regulation because Deted at Rockville. MD.this 23rd day of
NUREC-1525,8 " Assessment of the th'

h g p b d legal For the Nuclear Reguletory Comrnission.
* Copas of NUROG.1s2s may be postbased bosn NO '

the Superintendent of Decwnsmae. U.S.Covernesas Royet Raed.Sprina eld. Virginia 22141. A la Secreesty of the Commission.n
Prinhns OfDee 7.0. Sea 37 eat. Wemblagnon. DC also available for inspeciice and copying for e
20013-7082. Copies are also eveliable bem the in the NRC Public Document Room. 212e L $# set.

|FR Doc. 95-15951 Filed 6-29-95; 8.45 aml
National Technical Intermetion Service, s2as Port Nw. (Lower Lavoit washington. DC 20sss-cool, anAase coes rees es-e

_
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY As reflected in the severstv lesels. safety
COtuS$$40N 5'gnificance meludes actual safety 12) To encourage prompt $

consequence. potential sa fety consequence, identification and prompt. |

Rooleion of the NRC Enforcement and regulatory significance. The use of comprehensive correction of violations- !

POIOCY graduated sanctions from Notices of
'

violation to orders further teflects the
IV. Severity of Violations '

AegseCT: Nuclear Regulatory varying seriousness of noncompliances.
Commission. . * The enfacent coninence is an Severity Level V violations have been

'mP '1888 8t*P n achieving a mutual eliminated. The examples at that leveliActions: Policy statement-
understanding of facts and issues before have been withdrawn from the

' ' ' " ' ' supplements. Formal enforcementsuesamRT:As a result of an assessment N,$j" ,'g,"[, ,, [i, N actions will now only be taken forof the Nuclear Regulatory Commtssion,s
(NRC) enforcement program, the NRC effort for both the NRC and licensees, they violations categorized at Severity Level
has revised its General Statement of

generstly contribute to better decisloe. I to IV to better focus the inspection andmaking.
Policy and Procedure for Enforcement * Enforcement actions deliver agulatory enforcement process on safety. To the
Actions (Enforcement Policy or Policy). messages pmperly focused on safety. The'' extent that minor violations ano

h described in an inspection soport. theyBy a separate action published today in
*]' j''**P asias the need forlicensees to* the will be labeled as Non<lted Violationsthe Federal Register, the Commission is ,'jc,, ,nd t i in lel (NCVs). When aLlicensee does not take! removing the Enforament Policy from

j the Code of Federal Regulations. opportunities to identify and psevent corrective action or repeatedly or
violations. willfully commits a minor violationi DAfts: This action is effective otrjune * The use of discretion and judgment such that a formal response would bei 36.1995, while comments are being throughout the deliberative process needed, the violation should bei received. Submit comments on or before mcognises that enforcement of NitC

| August 14.1995. Additionally, the requirements does not leod itself to categorized at least at a Severity level
gy,

Commission intends to provide an **' *"'' """*""* '

opportunity for public comments aRor However, the Review Team found that The NRC staff will be soviewing the
this revised Enforcement Policy has the existing enforcement program at severity level examples in the
been in effect for about 18 months. times provided mixed regulatory supplements over the next 6 months.
Aconsases: Send written comments to: messages to licensees.and room for The purpose of this review is to ensure
The Secretary of the Commission. U.S. im vement existed in the the examples are appropriately focused
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. En ement Policy.De review on safety significance including
Washington.DC20555. ATIN: suggested that the program s focus consideration of actual safety
Docketing and Service Branch. Hand should be clarifi to. c,,,,q,,,,,, p,,,,,j,g ,,g,,y
deliver cornments to: 11555 Rockville * Emphasiae the imponance ofidentifying

g
Pike. Rockville, land.between 7:45 Problems before events occur. sad of taking signincance.
am and 4:15 pm. F 1 workdays. Prompt. comprehensive conective action V. Predecisional Enforcement
Copies of comments received may be '"h'"

'"'[y" N,(,d| licensees with * ""
examined at the NRC Public Document multiple entec,eme,nt actions in a relatively

, ,

Room. 2120 L Street. NW. (Lower short period: and Enforcement conferences are being
level). Washington, DC. . Focus on current performance of renamed "predecisional enforcement
ron runTHan meronesances costracT: licensees- conferences." These conferences should
James Lieberman. Director. Office of in addition the review team found be held for the purpose of obtaining
Enforcement. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory information to assist NRC in making
Commission. Washington. DC 20555 that the process for assessing civil

enforcement decisions when the agency
(301)415-2741. penalties could be simplified to improve reasonably expects that escalated '

the predictability of decision-makin8
sumpt.ttstwfAnT seronetanoss: On May and obtain better consistency between enforcement actions will result. ney i

13.1994, the NRC's Executive Director regions. should also normally be held if '

for Operations established a review As a result ofits review, the review r, quested by a licensee. In addition they
team to assess the NRC enforament team made several recommendations to should normally be held before issuing
program. In its report (NUREG-1525.' revise the NRC Enforcement Policy to an order or a civil penalty to an

unlicensed individual" Assessment of the NRC Enforament Produce an enforcement program with
Program." April 5.1995), the review clearer reguist focus and more in light of the chan to the
team concluded that the existing NRC predictability, o Commission is Enforcement Policy, t Commission '

enforcement program, as implemented. Issui this policy statement aner has decided to continue a trial program
is appropriately directed toward consi ng those recommendations and of conducting pproximately 25 percent
supporting the agency's overell safety the bases for them in NUREG-1525. of eligible conferences open to public
reission. This conclusion is reflected in ne more significant changes to the observation pending further evaluation.
several aspects of the program: rren En ont Policy are . (See 57 FR 30762: July 10.1992, and 59

. The Policy recognises that violations FR 36796: July 19.1994). De intent of
open conferences is not to maximizebeve differing desroes of safety significance. 1. Entroduction and Purpose public attendance, but is rather for

' Copies et NUREG-ists sney be purchased trom This section has been modified to determining whether providing the
. emphasize that the purpose and Public with an opportunity to observe

Na$I([rnce afsIs E .'w'h d oc objectives of the enforcement program the regulatory process is compatiblemoee2-me. copise are stee evettable trem the are focused on using enforcement with the NRC's ability to exercise its j,

National Technical talormation service sans Port actions. regulatory and safety responsibilities.
{ney ino d.sprins .id.virsinie 2:sst. A copy isa

(1) As a deterrent to emphasize the The provisions of the trial program haveNaNic oN.ne'nooD Importance of compliance with been incorporsted into the Enforcementse i.
Nw.a ..e to.n.w Nasion.oc osss. coon, requirements: and Policy.

i
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VI. EnfIrcement Actions warr:nt a more financially meaningful each of these decisional points may
A. Notice of Violation Penaity. A 5500 civil penalty for a have several associated considerations !

Seventy 1.evel 111 violation (at 50% of for any given case. Howevw. the i

nis section was modified to clanfy the Sevwity 14vell base amount) does outcome of a case absent the exercise og i
that the NRC may waive all or portions not aflect the seriousness of this type disention, is limited to thru results: no
of a licensee s written response to a of violation for this category of licensee, civil poulty, a base civil penalty' or a
Notice of Violation to the extent it is noted that with the revised bem civil penalty amlmed by 100%' i

mlevant information has alrudy ban assessment appmach these licensees i..W m astmtm. Acts.onsprovided to the NRC in writing or will not normally rocsive a civil penalty
-

docuenented in an NRC inspection if prompt and comprehensive correctin ne sference to related
report and is on the applicable docket action is taken for isolated non-willful administrative mechanisms have been

*P aced with related administrativelin the NRC Public Document Room. Severity 14velIU violations.
" " " '8.CivilPenalty 2. Civil Penalty Assessment ,,

t. Base Civil Penalty This section has been maamed to Vtt. Exacine of Dinanden
Tablee 1A and 18 have been revised. reRect that the prooms for asmsaing

civil enshies has been substantially he ability to exercise discretion is
Pin Table 18 the percentage for Severity

ten!IV violations has been deleted changed.ne revised promss is { reserved with the revised policy.
intended to: scation is provided to deviate from

since such violations will not be subject
to civil oneities. If a violation that . Continue to emphasiascompliance the normal approach to either increase

P in a manner that deters future or decnase sanctions where necessary
would otherwise be categorized at a

viaggions. to ensure that the sanction reRects the
Seventy levelIV violation monts a es. l

,

vi

penalty because ofits significance the e Encourage prompt identification significance of the circumstances and
and prompt. comprehensive cornction conveys the appropriate agulatory

violation would normally be categorized of violmions and their root causu: message. nis section has been modified
" * 8'''"'Y #"I E e Apply the recognition of good past to provide examples whom it isI

Table 1A has been simplified to puformance to give cmdit to a licensee *PProPriate to considw civil penalties
combine categones of licensees w.th th* committing a non. willful SL ggg or escalate civil penalties

i
i

same base penalty amounts.The base violation who has had no previous notwithstanding the normal assessment '

penalty amounts han generally significant violations during the past 2 process in Section VI of the
mmaind u .no avised Enforcement Policy.One significant

licy notes that a base penalties may [onger)r 2 inspections (whichevw isexample to note involves the loss of a
ears o

.

adjusted on a case-by case basis to , pg,'ce greater attention on situations source.His example is being added to !

reflect the ability to pay and the gravity of greater concem (i.e where a licensee emphasias the importance officensees I

of the violation.10 CFR Part 35 has had more than one significant being aware of the location of their i

licensees (doctors, nuclear pharmac.es, violation in a 2 year or two. inspection sources and to recognise that thwe
and other medical related licensees) are period, where corrective action is less should not be an economic advantage
combined into an overall medical than prompt and compmhnsing for inapproprime disposal or transler.
category, based on the similarity of where egagious circumstances. such as As to mitigation of sanctions for
hazards. Because transportation where it is clear that repetitiveness or violations involving special
violations for all licensees are primarily willfulness.are involved): circumstances, mitigation can be
concemed with the potential for e Streamline the NRC decisional considered if the licensee has
personnel exposure to radiation. the process in a manner that will preserve demonstrated ovwell sustained
violations in this area will be treated the judgment and discretion, but will Performance which has been
same as those in the health physics area. provide a clear normative standard and Particularly good.The levels of approval

The $100.000 base civil penalty produce relatively predictable results for exercising disastion am described
amount for safeguards violations, which for routine cases: and in this section. Finally. Table 2.
applies to only two categories of . Provide clear guidance on applying ** Examples of Progressions of Escalated
licensees, fuel fabricators and feww adjustment factors in vuious Enforcement Actions for Similar
independent fuel and monitomi types of cases.in order to increase Violations in the Same Activity Area
retrievable storage installations, has consistency and predictability. Undw the Same 1.icense." has been
been deleted.The penalty amount for Once a violation has been categorized withdrawn from the Enforcement
safeguards should tie the same as for at a Senrity 1.evelIII or above. the Policy. The guidance in that table is not
other violations at these facilities. NitC assessment process considers four basic needed because the policy is clear that
has not had significant safeguards decisional points: each case should be judged on its own
violations at these facilities. If the (1) Whether the licensee has had a merits, especially those repetitive

nalty that would normally be assessed pmvious escalated enforcement action violation cases to which the table
For opwational violations is not duringJhe past 2 years or past 2 applied.
adequate to address the circumstances inspections, whichevw is longer: VIII. Enforcement Actions involving
of the violation.then discation would (2) Whether the licensee should be ladividualsbe used to determine the appropriate given cmdit for actions related to
penalty amount. identification; no Enforcement Policy has been

The base civil penalty for "other'* (3) Whether the licensee's correctin clarified to provide that some action is
materials licensees. currently set at actions may reasonably be considered normally to be taken against a licensee
s1000, has been increased to $5000. De prompt and comprehensive: and for violations caused by significant acts

primary concerns for these licensed (4) Whether. in view of all the of wrongdoing by its employees.
activities are individual radiation circumstances. the case m question contractors, or contractors employees.

exposure and loss of control of meterial warrents the exercise of discretion. As ne Policy has also been modified to
to the environment, both of which described in the Enforcement Policy. state that the nine factors in Section Vill

--. - _- - . - _ - - - -- - - - , - - , - -_-
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should be used to assist in the decision 3. Violations involving old Destan issues*

on whether enforcement action should 4. Violations idenufted Due to Previous of compliance which the NRC expects a

b taken against an unlicensed Escalated Enforcement Action Each enforcement action is dependent
,

on the circumstances of the case andindividual as well as the licensee. The [ g[DMy"". tequires the exercise of discation after
*"

Policy currently uses these factors: to
Circumstances consideration of these policies and

determine whether to take enforcement
C Esercise of Discation for an Operating P.rocedures. In no case, however, will

action against an unlicensed person racility licensees who cannot achieve andrather than the limnsee. nese changes VIII. Enforcement Actions involving maintain adequate levels of protection
are consistent with the intent of the Individuals be permitted to conduct licensed
Commission in promulgating the tule on tx. Inaccurate and incomplete Information activities.
de8Jberate misconduct (56 FR 40664 X.En at Action Against Non-

i a t ted as an XI. Referrels to the Department of Justice Framwork
NCY under Section Vll.B.1. A lett or of *II),, Disclaun MEnforcement A. Statutory Aufkrity
Reprimand is not a sanction and is now XIII. Iteopening cosed Enforcement Acticas he NRC's enforcement jurisdiction isreferred to as an administrative action supplements drawn from the Atomic Energy Act ofconsistent with Section VI.D of the

Prefaa 1954, as arnended, and the Energy
Policy ~ Commission expects that the Reorganization Act (ERA) of 1974. asb W following staternent of general amended.changes to the Enforcement Policy policy and procedure explains the Section tot of the Atomic Energy Actshould result in an increase in the enforcement policy and procedures of authorizes the NRC to conductprotection of the public health and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory inspections and investigations and tosafety by better emphasizing the Commission (NRC or Commission) and issue orders as may be necessary or |prevention detection, and correction of the NRC staff (staff)in initiating desirable to promote the common
violations before events occur with enforcement actions. and of the defense and security or to protect halthimpact on the public. In about 2 years presiding officers and the Commission or to minimias danger to life or
the Commission intends to review the in reviewing these actions. This property. Section 186 authorizes the
Enforcement Policy. In that regard, <lt is statement is applicable to enforcement NRC to revoke licenses under certainexpected that i:n about 18 months an in matters involving the radiological circumstances (e.g., for material falso
opportunity will be provided to receive health and safety of the public, statements. In response to conditions
public comments on the including employees' health and safety, that would have warranted refusal of a
implementation of this Policy. the common defense and security, and license on an original application, for a
Generel Statessent a(Policy and the environment.' This statement of licensee's fallu o to build or operate a

8***'*l olicy and procedure will be facility in accordance with the terms ofProcedure for NRC Esforcement P
3,gg,,, published as NUREG-1600 to provide the permit or license, and for violation

widespread dissemination of the of an NRC regulation). Section 234
Table of Casseme' Commission's Enforcement Policy. authorises the NRC to impose civil
Profoa However, this is a policy statement and Penalties not to exceed 3100.000 per
I. latroduction and Purpose not a regulatJon. The Commission may violation per day for the violation of
11. Statutory Authonty deviate from this statement of policy artain specified licensing provisions of

A. Statutory Authority and procedure as appropriate under the the Act. rules, orders, and license terms
B. Procedural Framework circumstances of a particular casa. implementing these provisions, and for

III. Responsibilities violations for which licenses can be
>

| IV. Seventy of Violations I. Introduction and Purpose revoked. in addition to the enumerated
^~ ^88'*8*U** [I'I*'' ** The purpose of the NRC enforcement Provisions in section 234, sections 84
k h;Ny"lotations Program is to support the NRC's overall and 147 authorize the imposition of

.

civil enalties for violations ofD. Violations of Reporting Requisements safety mission in protecting the public P
V. Predecisional Enforcement Conimocsg and the environment. Consistent with regulations implementing those
VI. Enforcement Actions that purpose, enforcement action should Provisions. Section 232 authorizes the

A. Notice of Violation be used: NRC to seek injunctive or other
B.Ovd Penalty

* As a deterrent to emphasize the "luitable relief for violation of
[ g*," U$38 ' , , , , , importana of compliance with Q *g g "g*[p,

'
it [ non Yseeed to u prompt identification iza Act a t a th RC

sdentificennon and prompt. comprehensive correction Pao P* 8
c. Credit for Prosept and Comprehensive of violations, and conscious failures to provide

Consistent with the purpose of this C*"*I" **I*'{"information to the NRC.
Conective Action
E se of Discretion program, prompt and vigorous ^ ""g',# g,g'I,I,^f

* '# I *
p g g y g g

*" *# # I* "D. Related Administrative Actions
VII. Esercise of Discretion dealing with licensees, vendors.3

*nis poucy prissiardy addream the activit as of
A. Escalation of Enforcement Sanctions contractors, and their employees, who NRC bconsees and appHcanu for NHC licenws.
1. Civil Penalties do not achieve the necessary meticulous herefore, the twen 9tcename"is uwd shrewshovi
2. Orders attention to detail and the high standard 'h* poheySowow.in abme eaam whwe she NeC
3. Deily 0vil Penalties deierinines that it is appropriate se take

,, g ,c,,,,,,, ,c, ;,, ,,,3,,, , .i,c ,,,, ,,B. Mitigation of Enforcement Sanctions . Aneltrust enforcornent rnatters will tie dealt indiv6 duet. she guidance in this policy will tm used1. Licensee-ldentified Severity Level IV with on a case-by<ame basis. as apphcable Specine gu dance regardensViolations The terra vendor"as used in ihes pobcy rneans enforcernent action assinst individ ats and non-2. Violations identified Dunng Extended a supplier of products or services to t= wied .n an hcensees is addressed in sections vitt and t
Shutdowns or Work Stoppages NRC-licensed facili'r or sch'i'' "s P'c'''''r

,

. _ . . _ . . _ - - _ _
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pensiti:s (i.o.. mon:ttry fines and provida hsating nghts, as only including ths decisien to issua a Not: impnsonmenti for willful violations of mformation is being sought. A licensee
of Violation or to propose or imposethe Act and regulations or orders issued must answer a Demand. An unlicensed civil penalty and the amount of this

'

under sections 65.161(bl.161(i) or person may answer a Demand by either penalty, after considering the general161(c) of the Act. Section 223 provides providing the requested information or
pnnciples of this statement of policythat criminal penalties may be imposed explaining why the Demand should not and the technical significance of the'

; on certain individuals employed by have been issued.
firms constructing or supplyin basic violations and the surrounding

components of any utilizatton acility if III. Responsibilities circumstances.
Unless Commission consultation orthe individual knowingly and willfully Trie Executive Director for Operations notification is required by this policyviolates NRC requirements such that a (EDO) and the principal enforcement

the staff may depart where warranted in
begic component could be si ificantly officers of the NRC.the Deputy

the public's interest. from this poli [ asimpaired.Section 235 provi s that Executive Director for Nuclear Material provided in Section Vill * Exercise o
j criminal penalties may be imposed on Safety. Safeguards and Operations Enforcement Discistion."The
d,

persons who interfere with inspectors. Support (DEDS) and the Deputy . Commission will be provided written
Section 236 provides that criminal Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor notification of all enforcement actionspenalties may be imposed on persons R*gulation. Regional Operations, and involving civil penalties or orders. ne.

who attempt to or cause sabotage at a Research (DEDR). have been delegated Commission will also be provided! nuclear facility or to nuclear fuel. the authority to approve or issue all
notice in those cases where discretion isAlleged or susgiected criminal violations escalated enforcement actions.* The
exercised as discussed in Sectionof the Atomic Energy Act are referred to DEDS is responsible to the EDO for the VII.B.6. In addition the Commissionthe Department ollustice for NRC enforcement programs. The Office will be consulted prior to taking actionappropriate action. of Enforcement (OE) exercises oversight in the following situations (unless the

*

i of and implements the NRC urgency of the situation dictatest 8. Procedum/ frumework enforcement programs. no Director, immediate action):Subpart B of to CFR part 2 of NRC's OE. acts for the Deputy Executive (1) An action affecting a licensee's
regulations sets forth the procedures the Directors in enforcement matters in operation that requires balancing the

a

NRC uses in exercising its enforcement their absence or as delegated. public health and safety or common'

authority.10 CFR 2.201 :ets forth the Subject to the oversight and direction defense and security implications of not
procedures for issuing notices of of OE. and with the approval of the operating with the potential radiological.

i violation. appropriate Deputy Executive Director, or other hazards associated with'

The procedure to be used in assessing where necessary. the regional offices continued operation:civil penalties is set forth in 10 CFR normally issue Notices of Violation and (2) Proposals to impose civil penalties
i 2.205. This regulation provides that the proposed civil penalties. However, in amounts greater than 3 times the

1,
civil penalty process is initiated by subject to the same oversight as the Severity I.avel I values shown in Table
issuing a Notice of Violation and regional offices. the Office of Nuclear 1A:
Proposed Imposition of a Civil Penalty. Reactor Regulation (NRR) and the Office (3) Any proposed enforcement action
The licensee or other person is provided of Nuclear Material Safety and that involves a Severity LevelI

*

an opportunity to contest in writing the Safeguards (NMSS) may also issue violation:.

) proposed imposition of a civil penalty. Notices of Violation and proposed civil , (4) Any enforcement action that
i After evaluation of the response.the penalties for certain activities. involves a finding of a material false
)

civil penalty may be mitigated. remitted. Enforcement orders are normally issued statement:'

or imposed. An opportunity is provided by a Deputy Executive Director or the (5) Exercising discretion for matters
for a hearing if a civil penalty is Director. OE. However, orders may also meeting the criteria of Section VII.A.1
imposed. lf a civil penalty is not paid be issued by the EDO. especially those for Commission consultation:'

following a hearing or if a hearing is not involving the more significant matters. (6) Raframing from taking a

requested. the matter may be referred to The Directors of NRR and NMSS hav, enforcement action for matters meeting
I

the U.S. Department of Justice to also been dele 8ated authority to issue the criteria of Section VII.B.2:
institute a civil action in District Court. orders, but it is expected that normal (7) Any proposed enforcement action,

'

The procedure for issuing an order to use of this authority by NRR and NMSS that involves the issuance of a civil
institute a proceeding to modify, will be confined to actions not Penalty or order to an unlicensed

J suspend. or revoke a license or to take associated with compliance issues. The . individual or a civil penalty to a
i other action against a licensee or other Director. Office of the Controller. has licensed reactor o{*rator:8 "I '$person subject to the jurisdiction of the been delegated the authority to issue ",Y, d v 2Commission is set forth in 10 CFR orders where licensees violate
; 2.202. ne licensee or any other person Commisalon regulations by nonpayment (9) Any proposed enforcement case

involvin(ere the staff (other tkation 101)
an Office ofInvesti

, adversely affected by the order may oflicense and ins ion fees. ,, p,,, , an the 011 request a hearing. The NRC is In recognition ,at the regulation of
authorized to make orders immediately nuclear activities in many cases does staff) does not arrive at the same*

; effective if required to protect the public not lend itself to a mechanistic . conclusions as those in the O! repon
issues ofintent if thehealth. safety, or interest. or if the treatment. ludgment and discretion conceminf01 concludes thatDirector oviolation is willful. Section 2.204 sets must be exercised in determinmg the

out the procedures for issuing a Demand severity levels of the violations and the Commission consultation is warranted:.
, andfor Information (Demand) to a licensee appropnate enforcement sanctions.

(10) Any proposed enforcement ac: ion
d.

or other person subject to th* on which the Commission asks to be' N ** '** l *'*d 'a '''t '*' a' *c ''"~ * *Commission's jurisdiction for the
,,,a p,n,a, ,oiecy encens a Nonce of v'.olation orused in sbs p mm-

purpose of determining whether an
,, ,,, 3,,,,,, t,.. i i a o, ni

- order or other enforcement action ,ioi.ison to, p, obi.mi , ... e,e., u..,4 .poa .
! should be issued. The Demand does not ..etni.on.

1

s

-.
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IV. Severity of Violations Supplements I through VIII provide a repedtive violation will depend on the
.

Regulatory requirements 8 have exarnples and serve as guidance in drcumstances, such as. but not limited
varying degrees of safety. safeguards. or determining the appropriate severity - to, the number of times the violation has
environmental sign 16cance. Bmfore, level for violations in mch of the eight occurred, the similarity of 6 violations

I th relative importance of each activity arms. Howmr.the examples and their root causes the adequacy of'

violation, including both the technical are neither exhaustive nor controlling. previous correctin acdons, the period
significance and the regulatory In addition, these examples do not of time between the vlotations. and the
significance is evaluated as the first step crute new requirements. Each is signi6mnce of the violations,
in the enforcement proceaa. designed to illustrete b signi6cance

Consequently, for purposes of formal that b NRC places on a particular C. Willful Violations
enforcement action violations an of violation of NRC requirements. Willful violations am by definition of
normally categorized in terms of four of the examples in the supplements is gicular concern to the Commissionlevels of seventy to show their relative predicated on a violation of a regulatory use its regulatory program is based
importance within each of the following rguirement. on licensees and bit contractors,

leight activity arena: a no NRC rwiews mch case being *P ayees, and agents acting with
considered for enforcement action on its integrit

candor.y and communicating withhfrNy own merits to ensum that b severity of Willful violations cannot beon:
IIL Safeguards: a violation is characterized at the level tolereted by either the Commission or a
IV. Hestth Physics: best suited to the signi8canca of the licensee. bnsees are expected to take
V. Transportation: particular violation. In some cases, significant remedial action in
VI. Fuel Cycle and Materials tions: special circumstances may wanent an responding to willful violations
VII Mi'C"llaneous Matwrs: an adjustment to the severity level commensurate with b circumstancesVIIL Lwyncy Pmpendnem categorization. such that it demonstrates the

L.icensed activities will be placed in . . seriousness of the violation therebyAA88"88''0" */ VI*I8'' ns creating a deernnt effecs within bthe activity ares most suitable in light of
the particular violation involved A group of Severity LAvelIV IIConsee's organization. Although
including activities not directly covered violations may be evaluated in the removal of b person is not necessarily
by one of the above listed amaa e.g., aggregate and assigned a single, required substantialdisciplinary action
export license activities. Within each increased severity level,thereby is expected.
activity area. Severity Level I has been resulting in a Severity Level m problem. Thefore, b severity level of a
as igned to violations that are the moet if the violations have b same violation may be incmased if the
significant and Severity levol!V underlying cause or programmatic drcumstances surrounding b matter
violations are the least significant. deficiencies, or the violations involve camless disregard of
Severity level I and II violationa are of contributed to or wm unavoidable requirements. deception, or other
very significant regulatory concern. In consequenen of the underlying indications of willfulness. The term
genal. violations that are included in problem. Normally. Severity level II " willfulness" as used in this policy
these severity categories involve actual and III violations are not aggregated into embraces a spectrum of violations
or high potentialimpact on b public. a higher severity level. ranging from deliberate intent to violate
Severity LAvel III violations are cause The purpose of aggregating violations or falsify to and including celess
for significant regulatory concern. is to focus the licensee's attention on the disregard for requirements. Willfulness
Severity 1,evel TV violations are less fundamental underlying causes for does not include acts which do not rise
serious but an of more than minor which enforcement action appears to the level of cantess disregard, e.g..
concern; i.e.. if left uncorncted, they warranted and to reflect the fact that inadvertent clerical errors in a
could lead to a more serious concern. several violations with a common cause document submitted to 6 NRC. In

The Commission recognizes that there may be more significant collectively determining the specific severity level
are other violations of minor safWy or than individually and may therefore, of a violation involving willfulness.
environmental concern which are below warrant a mon substantial enforcement consideration will be given to such
the level of significance of Severity action. factors as the position andL,evelIV violations. These minor responsibilities of the person involved
violations are not the subject of formal 8 Repetitive Violots.ons in the violation (e.g.. licensee official *
enforcement action and are not usually The sentity level of a Severity level or non. supervisory employee), the
described in inspection reports. To the TV violation may be increased to significance of any underlying violation.
extent such violations are described. Severity level W. If the violation can be the intent of the violator (i.e. cantess
they m noted as Non-Cited Violations.* considad a npetitive violation.'The disregard or delbrateness), and b

Comparisons of significance between purpose of escalating the severity level economic or other advantage,if any.
activity amas are inappropriate. For of a repetitive violation is to gained as a result of the violation. The
example, the im=dt y of any hazard acknowledge the added significance of relative weight given to each of these
to the public assodated with Severity the situation based on the licensee's
Level I violations in Reactor Operations failure to implement effective corrective a n. ienn"tican officiat u mmed in this
is not dinctly comparable to that action for the previous violation. The Pdcy matammt mens a Ent.liu supuMsa a
associated with Severity levell decision to escalate the severity level of *D,'jjd%',[7'""4,7, ,i"
violations in Facility Construction.

.3,,w, ,,, im , im w,u,,,,,
'ne inia repeinio not.i n or sinuiar en indicanar. 96 oise, e,nrwy sevet

a he tonn " requirement" as used in this policy violation" as used is this polcy staternest manna categoetset. om for willful acss involving individuais
means a legally binding requLrernent such as e a violation that reasonaWy could have been whe can tu consideredlimaa-a offkials will
stat ute. regulacon. Licanas coodition. tacha& cal prevented by a licaname's currecten actee har a consider ;eewallectom Lacludlet the posateen of
specifkstton, or order. previous v6 slat 60e normally ocrumrq til etbla *1. ..alndual relaun to the licensee's

* A NonClod Violation (HCV)is a violation that the past 2 years ofIbe inspection at aseve. or t2) the organiantlanal structure and the indinduare
has not been formalised into a 10 GR 2.201 Norice period within the last two inspections. whichever responsibilitsee roledw to the oversight of l*cewn
of violanost is longer, activit6es and to the mes ofIncensed malenal

__ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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factore in aniving at th appropriate is not held the licensee will normally is a matter of public record, such as an
severity level will be dependent on the be requested to provide a written adjudicatory decision by b
circumstances of the violation. response to an inspection report. if Department of Labor. in addition. with
Homvw. If a licensee refuses to correct issued. as to th licensee's views on the the approval of the F.xecutive Dinctor
a minor violation within a reasonable apparent violations and their root for Opwations, confmacos will not be
time such that it willfully continues. 6 causes and a decription of planned or open to th public whwe good cause has
violation should be categorized at least implemented cormctive action. been shown aAer balancing & benefit
at a Severity LevelIV. During th predecisional enforcement of the public observation against &

c nfmace,the licensee vendor,or potential Irnpact on the agency'sD. Violations of Reporting Requirements
othw persons will be given an enforcement action in a particular caw'

TI e NkC expects licensees to provide opportunity to provide information As soon as it is determmed that a
complete. accurste. and timely consistent with the purpon of the confmnce will be open to public
information and reports. Accordingly. confance, including an explanation to observation, th NRC will notify b
unless obrwise categorized in th* the NRC of the immediate corrective licensee that b confmnce will be
Supplements, the sevwity level of a actions (if any) that were taken open to public observation as part of th
violation involving the failure to make following identification of th potential agency's trial program. Consistent with
a required report to the NRC will be violation or nonconformance and the the egency's policy on open meetings,
based upon the significance of and the long. term comprehensive actions that " Staff Meetings Open to Public."
circurnstances surrounding th matter were taken or will be taken to prevent Published September 20.1994 (59 FR
that should have been reported. recurrence. Licensees, vendors, or othw 48340). b NRC intends to announce
Howmr. th sevwity level of an persons will be told when a meeting is OPen confances normally et least to
untimely report. m contrast to no report. a predecisional enforcement conference. working days in advance of conferences
may be reduced depending on the A predecisional enforcement through (1) notices posted in the Public
circumstances surrounding 6 mattu. conference is a meeting between the Document Room. (2) a toll. free
A licensee will not normally be cited for NRC and the licensee. Confmnces ar, telephone recording et 800-952-9674,
a failure to report a condition or event normally held in 6 regional offices and (3) a toll free electronic bulletin
unless the licensee was actually awa'* and are not normally o board at 800-952-9676. In addition, b

observation. Howevw. pen to publiccf th condition or event that it failed a trial program is NRC will also issue a prus release and
to report. A licensee will, on th other being conducted to open approximately notify appropriate State liaison officers
hand. normally be cited for a failure to 25 percent of all eligible confmaces for that a predecisional enforcement

,

report a condition or event if the public observation. i.e.. every fourth confance has been scheduled and that
licensee knew of the information to b* eligible confance involving one of it is open to public observation.
reported,but did not recognize that it three categories of licensees (reactor. D* Public attending open
was required to make a report. hospital and other matwials licensees) confances under th trial program may
V. Predecisional Enforcement will be open to the public.Confances observe but not participate in the
Coafmaca will not normally be open to the public conference. It is noted that the purpose

of duct o conferen nduWhenever the NRC has learned of the if the enforcement action being g
existence of a potential violation for g33 w{uld be taken against an Public attendance, but rather to

,

which escalated enforr.ement action individual, or if th action though not determine whethw providing the public
appears to be warranted. or recurring taken against an individual, turns on with opportunities to be informed of
nonconformance on the part of a

whether an individual has committed NRC activities is compatible with the
vendor, the NRC may provide an d NRC's ability to exercise its regulatory
opportunity for a predecisional wronboing:(2) volves significant personnel and safety responsibilities.Therefore.
enforcement conference with the failures where th NRC has requested members of the public will be allowed
licensee vendor, or other person before that the individual (s) involved be access to the NRC regional offices to
taking enforcement action. The purpos* present at the confance: attend open enforcement conferences in
of the conference is to obtain (3)1s based on the findings of an NRC accordance with the " Standard
information that will assist the NRC in Office of Investigations report; or Operating Procedures For Providing
determining the appropriat* (4) Involves safeguuds mformation. Security Support For NRC Hearings And
enforcement action. such as:(1) A Privacy Act information. or information Meetings." published November 1.1991
common understanding of facts, root which could be considered proprietary: (56 FR 56251). "Ihese procedurn
causes and missed opportunities In addition, conferences will not provide that visitors may be subject to
associated with the appmot violations, normally be open to the public if: Pmonnel screening, that signs. bannws.
(2) a common undustanding of (5) no conference involves medical postws. etc.. not larger than 18" be
corrective action taken or planned and misadministrations or ovmxposurn permitted. and that disruptive persons
(3) a common understanding of the and th confmnce cannot be conducted may be ismoved.
significance ofissues and tb need for without disclosing the exposed Members of the public attending open
lasting comprebensive cornctive action. individual's name:or confancas will be reminded that (1)

If the NRC concludes that it has (6) The conference will be conducted the apparent violations discussed at
sufficient information to make an by telephone or the confmace will be predecisional enforcement conferences
informed enforcement decision a conducted at a relatively small are subject to further review and may be
conference will not normally be held licensee's facility. sub}ect to change prior to any resulting
unless the licensee requests it. However. Notwithstanding meeting any of these enforcement action and (2) the
an opportunity for a confmnce will criteria. a confance may still be open statements of views or expressions of
normally be provided before issuing an if the confmnce involves issues related opinion made by NRC employees at
order based on a violation of the rule on to an ongoing adjudiatory proceeding predecisional enforcement conferences.
Deliberate Misconduct or a csvil penalty with one or more intervenors or v<here or the lack thereof, are not intended to
to an unlicensed person. If a conference the evidentiary basis for the conference represent final determinations or beliefs.
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i
j Persons a.ttending open conferences will to be under oath. Normally, responses management involvement in licensed
i be provided an opportunity to submit under oath will be required only in activities and a decrease in protection of
j written comments concerning the trial connection with Severity level I.11. or h public health and safety.

propos anonymously to the regional 111 violations or orders.
'

cfBoe.These comments will be The NRC uses b Notice of Violation 1. Base Civil Penalty
subsequently forwarded to the Director as b usual method for formalizi th*

(f the OfBee of Enforcement for review existence of a violation. Issuance)aThe NRCim diffemnt levels f
penalties for different severity level

and consideration. Notice of Violation is normally the only violations and different classes of
j When needed to protect the ublic enforcement action taken.except in licensees, vendors. and othw pwoons.
,

; health and safety or common efense cases where the entwie for issuance of Tables 1A and 18 show b base civil- an4 security, escalated enforcement civil penalties and orders as set forth in
action such as the issuance of an Sections VI.8 and VI.C. respectively, are PenaIties toQaria mactw. fuel cycle,

* 'gM*g"[g"d . (Civil**
immediately effective ordw. will be met. Howevw. special circumstances g

taken before the conference. In these regarding the violation findings may determined on a case by case bas s.) The
mese, a conference may be held aAer the warrant discretion being esercised such fthese bl*'

,

secolated enforcement action is taken. that the NRC refrains from issuing a t tb g evi y o iolat n
. F.abament Ahn as a primary considwation and thet adon of fo e o )

in edfition. licensees are not ordinarily8 ty i Pay a a seem&yThis section describes the
c nsideration. Generally, operationsenforcement sanctions available to the cited for violations resulting from 8"''" ""''**' **'"5'I'""NRC and specifies the conditions under mattm not within their control. such as
in"nt nw * SN*t" Potendalwhich each may be used. N basic equipment failures that were not c mquences to the public and licenseecaforcement sanctions are Notices of avoidable by reasonable licensee quality MP oyees rocsive higher civillViolation, civil penalties, and orders of assurance measures or management

various types. As discussed further in controls. Generally,however licensees Penahies. Regarding the secondary
Section VI.D. related administrative are held responsible for the acts of their actor of ability of various classes of ,

18(*n8*** to Pay the civil penalties, it isactions such as Noticas of
emplo[oes. Accordingly,this policy not the NRC's intention that theNonconformance. Notices of Deviation. shoul not be construed to eacuse

Confinnetory Action Lettws. I.etters of personnel errors. *conomic impact of a civil penalty be so
Reprimand and Demands for severe that it puts a licensee out of
Information are used to supplement the B. Civil Penalty business (orders, rather than civil

enforcement progrom. In selecting the A civil penalty is a monetary penalty Penalties, are used when the intent is to -

cnforcement sanctions or administrotive that may be imposed for violation of(1) suspend or terminate licensed activities) |
actions, the NRC will considw certain specified licensing provisions of or adversely affects a licensee's ability |

'

enforcement actions taken by other the Atomic Energy Act or to safely conduct licensed activities.
Federal or State regulatory bodies supplementary NRC rules or orders; (2) The detwent effect of civil penalties is
having concurrent jurisdiction such as any requirement for which a license best served when the amounts of the
in transportation matters. Usually, may be revoked: or (3) reporting Penalties take into aw.ount a licensee's
whenevw a violation of NRC requirements under section 206 of the ability to pay. In determining the i

requirements of more than a minor Energy Reorganizadon Act. Civil amount of civil penalties for licensees j
concem is identified. enforcement penalties are designed to deter future for whom the tables do not reflect the ;

ection is taken. The nature and extent of violations both by the involved licensee ability to pay or the gravity of the
the enforcement action is intended to as well as by other licensees conducting violation, the NRC will consider as
reflect the seriousness of the violation similar activities and to emphasize the necessary an increase or decrease on a
involved. For the vast majority of need for licensees to identify violations case-by-case basis. Normally. if a

licensee can demonstrate financialviolations, a Notice of Violation or a and take prompt comprehensive
Notice of Nonconformance is the normal corrective action. hardship, the NRC willconsider
action. Civil penalties am considered for Payments over time, including interest.

Sevwity level III violations. In addition, rather than reducing the amount of the
A. Nots.ce of Violoh.on civil penalties will normally be assessed civil penalty. However, where a licensee !

A Notice of Violation is a written for Severity lAvel I and Il Violations and Claims finandal hardship, the licensee
notice se tting forth one or more knowing and conscious violations of the will normally be required to address
violations of a legally binding reporting requirements of section 206 of why it has sufficient resources to safely
requirement. The Notics of Violation the Energy Reorganization Act. conduct licensed activities and pay
normally requires the recipient to Civil penalties are used to encourage license and inspection fees.
provide a written statement describing prompt identification and prompt and 2.CivilPenalty Assessment
(1) the reasons for the violatson or. if comprehensive correction of violations,
contested, the basis for disputing the to emphasize compliance in a manner in an effort to (1) emphasize the
violation:(2) corrective steps that have that deters future violations, and to importance of adherence to
been taken and the results achieved:(3) serve to focus licensees * attention on requirements and (2) reinforce prompt
corrective steps that will be taken to violations of significant regulatory self. identification of problems and root
prevent recurence; and (4) the date concom. causes and prompt and comprehensive
when full compliance will be achieved. Although management involvement, correction of violations, the NRC
The NRC may waive all or portions of direct or indirect. In a violation may reviews each proposed civil penalty on
a written response to the extent relevant lead to an increase in the civil penalty. its own merits and, aftw considering all
information has already been provided the lack of management involvement relevant circumstances, may adjust the
to the NRC in writing or documented in may not be used to mitigate a civil base civil penalties shown in Table 1 A
an NRC inspection report. The NRC may penalty. Allowing mitigation in the and 18 for Severity level 1. II. and !!!
require responses to Notices of Violation tatter case could encourage the lack of violations as described below.
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a
The caval penalty assessment process whether the licensee's corrective actions each violation or problem, absent theconsiders four decisional pomts:(a)

are prompt and comprehensive. and (d) exercise of discretion. is limited to one
Whether the licensee has had any whether. in view of all the of the following three results: no civilprevious escalated enforcement action circumstances, the matter in question penalty, a base civil penalty. or a base
(regardless of the activity areal during requires the exercise of discretion. civil penalty escalated by 100%. The
the past 2 years or past 2 inspections. Although each of these decisional flow chart presented below is a graphic
whichever is longer;(b) whether the points may have sever:I associated f* Presentation of the civil penalty
licenase should be given credit for considerations for any given case, the assessment pma
actions related to identification:(cl outcome of the e??assment process for aume coes tumbew

|
|

|

,

1

!
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! o. fmtial escolored action. When the (i) Whethw the problem requiring licensee codit for actions related t

_

| NRC determines that a non willful corrective action was NRC identified. identification normally should consider
: Sevwity Level III violation or problem licensee identified, or revealed through h ease of discowwy. whether b event
i has occurred. and the licensee has not an event:'

(ii) Whethw prior o occund as & result da Econmif.I had any previous escalated actions
i (regardless of the acdvity ares) during existed toidentify &pportunities monitoring effort (i.e., whether the

problem requiring limnsee was "looking for the problem")'& past 2 years or 2 inspections, corrective action. and if so. the age and the d oflicensee laitiative ini whichevw is longer, the NRC irill number of thoes opportunities; identi ng b problan or problems! consider whether the licensee's (iii) Whethw h problem was
requiring correcdve maion.and whahw

i corrective action for the present revealed as the result of a licensee self- prior o unities existed to identify
| v51stion or problem is reasonably monitoring effort, such as conducting an the
! prompt and comprobensive (sw h audit, a test. a surwillance, a design Any of these considerations may be
! discussion under Section VI.B.2.c. review. or troubleshootina; ovwridi if particularly noteworthy or'

below). Using 2 years as the basis for (iv) For a problem reven' led through particu egregious. For example,ifasessement is upseted to come most an event. the ease of discovery, and the the ownt occurred as the result of
4

i situations. but cont.idering a slightly degree of licensee initiatin la conducting a surveillance or similar |

i

} longer or shorter period might be identifying the root cause of the self-monitoring effon (i.e., h licensee '

: warranted based on the circumstances Problem and any associated violations; was looking for the problem), the I
i of a particular case. The starting point (v) For NRC identined issues, whethw Ucansee should normally be given credit !

ofthis riod should be considered the the liconese would likely have'

! date when the licensee was put on identined the issue in the same time- for identification. As a second instana. I

i notice of the need to take conective Period if the NRC had not been
even if the problem was easily

i action. For a licensee-identified involved: discoved (q. revealed by a lege spill

! violation or en event, this would be (vil For NRC-identined issues, M Equid), b NRC may chom to giw
'

whee se Hcensee is aware the a whether the licenses should have credit because noteworthy licensee

problem or violation exists requiring identined b issue (and taken action) of'on was noned in $ strains e h
corrective action. For an NRC-identified **'U*C ""d toot cause and ama-iated violations.or

simply because no prior o
(tgo produral auums,pportunitiesviolation the starting point would be (vii) For cases in which the NRC

post-
when the NRC puts the licensee on identifies the ovwell problem requiring
nasina, which could be during the corrective action (e.g., a programmatic maintenance testing, quality control

failures, readily observable ameter i

inspection, at the inspection exit issue).&e degrw d Heensw initiati" trende, or repeated or lockokn
meeting, or as part of post-inspection or lack of initiative in identifying the
communication. Problem or problems requiring annunciator warnings) existed to

idenu hproblem.
If the corrective action is judged to be conectin action. (iii) Identined. When a problem

pt and comprehensive, a Notice of (2) Although some cases may consider requiring corrective action is NRC-
lation normally should be issued aH d the abow factas, the imponance identifled, the decision on who her to

with no maa-4=ted civil penalty. If the desch factor wiH very based on the give the licensee credit for actions !

,

corrective action is judged to be less type d cm as discussed in th* related to Identification should i

than prompt and comprehensive, the following general guidance: normally be based on an additional I
Notice of Violation normally should be (i) Licensee-Identined. When a question: should the licenses have
issued with a base civil penalty. [a.roblem requiring corrective action is reasonably identined the problem (and i

6. Creditfor actions related to consee identified (i.e., identined
taken action) earlierf '

identification. (1) If a Sevwity 14 vel l or before the problem has resulted in an la most cases, this reasoning may be
'

;
II violation or a willful Sevwity level E event). the NRC should normally giv* based simply on the ease of the NRC
violation has occurred-or if, during the the licensee credit for actions related to inspector's discovery (eg., conducting a
past 2 years or 2 inspections, whichever identification. regardless of whether walkdown. observing in the control
is longer, the licensee has been issued Prior o unities existed to identify room, performing a confirmatory NRC
et least one otha escalated action-the the p em. radiation survey, hearing a cavitating l

civil penalty assessment should (iilIdenti5ed Through an Event. pump. or Anding a valve obviously out
normally consider the factor of When a problem requiring corrective of pos tion). In some cases. the
ident1Scotion in addition to corrective action is identined through an event. licensee's missed opportunities to
action (see the discussion undw Section the decision on whether to give the identify b problem might include a
VI.B.2.c. below). As to identification, similar previous violation.NRC or
b NRC should consider whether the ' ^* ""a' " " ""d h*" ""*as b l *" ""' industry noticos, intomal audits. or
licenses should be given credit for "F " """,,'#edTi j "ie.''g humas readily observable trends.

" P* **
-

y
actions related to identi6 cation. ebeerwise er'seemenemission. er (2) e radioiesicaif the NRC identi5es the violation but

In each case, the decision should be impeci se pereennel er its esentonamas in escem concludes that, under the
d " sal **Y i"h* "ch " ""'*Pmum e circumasances, the licenses *s actionsfocused on identification of the tem l

requiring corrective action. In "",,*"g O***1"M'77,,.mc Hmas. " related to Identincation were notd
i, .,. ,words. although giving credit for eqeipment setien diece.e.e4 ih,oush a epill *( unreasonable,the matter would be

identi8 cation and Corrective Action liquid. a loud aenes. che feature to how a syssess treated as licensee. identified for
r" Pad P"P"l *' ** *aa"aci*'" *L"= *ald purposes of assessing the civil penaitvshouhi be separete decisions.the Y

the identifiw recognizes the existence of (simitarty.ita licensee discovered.thmush
concept ofIdentification presumes that "d" d'"d '" "N'Ee "dg, in such cases the question of

"

hras re
identification credit shifts to whether

a problem, and understands that quarterly desimeiry readings. ihan employees had the licensee should be penalized for
corrective action is needed.The t== inadeq mely moniw=d ser =dissim.th* NRC's identification of the problem
decision on identification requires $,",*f,4fd .It he ume M Exod Monmahn. N % -" ' ' " ' ' '*

ho etry r dines
:onaldering all the circumstances of discioned en overeuposure. she issue would be .dentification situations (i.e., whe~i

dentincation including: conside=d an "at. multiple violations exist. some N R

, __ _ - _ _ _. -. - -
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identified, some licenme identified. or The evaluation of missed Regardless of other circumstances
where the NRC prompted b licensee to opportunities should normally depend (e g.. past enforcement history'take action that resulted in the on whether b information available to identification), the limnsee's corrective 'identi$ cation of the violation), b the licensee should rossonably han actions should always be evaluated as
NRCs evaluation should normally caused action that would have part of b civil penalty assessment
detamine whether the licenses could prevented the violation. Missed promss. As a reflection of b

,

'

reasonably have been expected to opportunities is normally not applied importance given to this factor, an NRCidentify the violation in b NRCs where b licensee appropriately judgment that the licensee's cormctive '

absence.This determination should reviewed the opportunity for action has not been prompt and
consider, among other things, b timing application to its activities and compreherisiw will always result in
of the NRC's discovery, b information reasonable action was either taken or issuing at least a bem civil penalty. ;
available to the licenses that caused the lP anned to be taken within a reasonable in assessing this factor, consideration
NRC concern,the speci8 city of b time. will be given to the timeliness of the i

NRCs concern, the scope of the in some situations the missed corrective action (including the
liensee's eNorts, the level of licensee Opportunity is a violation in itself. In promptnas in denloping b schedule
resources given to the investigation, and these cases, unless the missed for long term corrective action),h i

whether the NRC's path of analysis had 'Pponunity is a semity 1AvelllI adequacy of b licensee's root cause
been dismissed or was being pursued in violation in itself, the missed analysis for the violation, and.given the i
parallel by the licensee. Opportunity violation may be grouped significance and complexity of h '

In some cases, the licensee may have with the othw violations into a single issue. b comprehensiveness of the
addressed the isolated symptoms of Sonnty Id"I III" Problem." Howevw. corrective action (i.e., whethw h
each violation (and may have identified 'I.the missed opportunity is the only action is focused narrowly to the t

,

the violations), but failed to recognize mladon, then it should not normally be specific violation or broadly to the i

the common root cause and taken b counted twice (i.e. both as the violadon genwel area of concern). Even in cases
necessary comprehensive action. Where and as a missed opportunity " double when the NRC, at the time of the
this is true, the decision on whether to counting ') unless the number of enforcement conference identifies

,

give licensee credit for actions related to '.PPortunities missed was particularly additional peripheral or minor
IdendScadon should focunn s 16 cant. cornctiw action still to be taken theeum ee missed portunity licensee may be given credit in this ares,identi$ cation of the problem requiring

should also considened. hile a ngid as long as the licensee's actions
corrective action (e]. .. the prograramatic time-frame is unc-ry, a 2-year addressed the underlying root cause andbmahdown) As su d di se

f#co88riod should generally be consideredare considered sufficient to preventchronology of the variou ola ans,the
in imp ementation, as recurance of b violation and similarlearliest of the individual violations

rnight he considend missed theperiod acting relatively cunent violations.

. Ponunities for the licensee to ha"
performance. Normally, the judgment of the

*gentined the larger problem. (3) When the NRC detwmines that the adequacy of corrective actions willi
licensee should recoin credit for hinge on whehr the NRC had to take -(v) Missed Opportunities to Identify. actions related to identi6 cation, the action to focus the licensee's evaluativeMissed opponunities include prior civil penaltyassessment should and cornetive process in order to obtainnoti 6 cations or missed opportunities to normally result in either no civil comprehensive correctin action. This

identify or prevent violations such as (1) penalty or a base civil penalty, based on will normally be judged at the time of
through normal surveillances, audits. or whether Corrective Action is judged to the enforcement conference (e.g.. byquality assurance (QA) activities:(2) be reasonably prompt and outlining substantive additional arms
through prior notice i.e., specific NRC or comprehensive. When the licansee is where corrective action is needed).industry notincation: or (3) through not given credit for actions related to Earlier informal discussions betweenother reasonable indication of a Identification. the civil penalty th licensee and NRC Inspectors orpotential problem or violation, such as assesament should normally result in a management may result in improvedobservations of employees and Notice of Violation with either a base corrective action, but should not
contractors, and failure to take effective civil penalty or a base civil penalty normally be a basis to deny credit for
corrective steps. It may include Andings escalated by 100% depending on the Corrective Action. For cases in which
of the NRC, the licensee, or industry quality of Corrective Action, because the b licensee does not get credit for
made et other facilities operated by the llconsee's performance is clearly not actions related to identification because
licensee where it is raaaaaahle to expect acmptable, the NRC identified the problem.the
the licensee to take action to identify or c. Creditforprompt and assessment of the licensee *s corrective
prevent similar problems ~at the facility comprehensin correct /w oction.The action should begin from the time when
subject to the enforcement action at purpose of h Corrective Action factor b NRC put b limnase on notice of
issue. In assessing this factor, is to encourage licensees to (1) take b b problem. Notwithstanding owntual
consideration will be given to, arnong immediate actions necessary upon good comprehensive correctiw action, if
other things. the opportunities available discovery of a violation that will restore immediate correctin action was not
to discover the violation the ease of safety and compliance with h license, taken to restore safety and compliance
discovery, the similarity between the regulation (s), or other uirement(s): once the violation was identined.
violation and the notification, the and (2) develop and imp ment (in a corrective action would not be
period of time between when the timely manner) the lasting actions that considered prompt and comprehensive.
violation occurred and when the will not only prevent recurance of 6 Corrective action for violations
notincation was issued. the action taken violation at issue. but will be involving discrimination should
(or planned) by the licensee in response appropriately comprehensive. given h normally only be considered
to the notification, and the level of signincance and complexity of the comprehensive if the licensee takes
management review that the notification violation. to prevent occurrence of prompt. comprehensive corrective
receiwd (or should have received). violations with similar root causes. action that (tl addresses the broader

__ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ __ - _ _ - . _ _ _ __ _ _ _ - _ _ - _
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environment for raismg safety concerns correction of an improperly constructed willfulness. Otherwise. a prior
_

in the workplace, and 12) provides a safety.related systern or component: or
mmedy for the particular discrimination (iil The licensee's quality assurance opportunity for a hearing on the order

is afforded. For cases in which the NRCat issue.
Program implementation is not adequate believn a basis could reasonably existd. Exercise of discretion. As provided to provide confidence that construction

for not taking the action as proposed
in Section Vll. -Exercise of Discretion." activities are being properly carried out; the licensee will ordinarily be affordeddiscretion may be exercised by either (c) When the licensa has not an opportunity to show why the orderescalating or mitigating the amount of responded adequately to other should not be issued in the proposedthe civil penalty determined aher enforcement action: manner by way of a Demand for
applying the civil penalty adjustment (d) When the licensee interfms with Information. (See 10 CFR 2.204)Sctors to ensure that the proposed civil the conduct of an inspection or

D. Related administative octions. Inpenalty reflects the NRC's concern investigation: or
addition to the formal enforcementregarding the violation at issue and that (e) For any reason not mentioned actions. Notices of Violation. civil

,

it conveys the appropriate message to above for which license revocation is penalties, and orders, the NRC also uses
the licensee. However, in no instance legally authorized.

administrative actions such as Noticeswill a civil penalty for any one violation Suspensions may apply to all or part of Deviation.Nodcas of
exceed $100.000 per day. 8f the limnsed activity. Ordinarily. a Nonconformance. Confirmatory Action

h.consed activity is not suspended (nor Letters. Letters of Reprimand, and
TA8LE 1A.-Base Civil PenaRies is a suspension prolonged) for failure to Demands for Information to supplement

comply with requirements where such its enforcement program.The NRC
a. Power reacsors $100.0C0 failure is not willful and adequate expects licensees and vendors to adhere
it pug taenceers industnal corrective action has been taken, to any obligations and commitments

proemanors, and independent 3. Revocation Orders may be used: resulting from these actions and will not
spent suet and monnored re. (a) When a licensee is unable or hesitate to issue appropriate orders tomovatWe seurage instamatone 25.000 unwilling to comply with NRC ensure that these obligations andc. Test reacsors, mies and ure- requirements; commitments are met,ruum corworsion . (b) When a licensa refuses to cormet 1. Notices of Deviation are written icoswactors vendors,wasu a violation;**f==ashoeneses,and n. notices describing a licensee's failure to

(c) When licensw does not aspond to satisfy a commitment where thej g a Notice of Violation where a response commitment involved has not been
10.000

was required: made a leaally binding requirement. Adeevec,. medics., or omer me-,,, ,,,,,. 5.000 (d) When a licensee refuses to pay an Notice of Deviation requests a licensee |applicable fee under the Commission's to provide a written explanation or |'The asphes to noteront messumons not regulations: or statement describing corrective steps i***' wee categonred a mis tante. moese nu- (e) For any other reason for which taken (or planned). the results achieved. '

% *,,,*,,**'* ""***'8#* ""*''*** ""' * revocation is authorized'under section
and the date when corrective action will

*'

186 of the Atomic Energy Ad (e.g., any be completed.
TA81.E 18.-BASE CMt. PENALTIES condition which would warrant mfusal 2. Notices of Nonconformance are

of a license on an original application). written notices describing vendor's
same csve pen. 4. Cease and Desist Orders may be failures to meet commitments which

any amount (Per. used to stop an unauthorized activity have not been made legally binding )
,

Seventy level cent at amours that has continued after notification by requirements by NRC. An example is a '

isted een the NRC that the activity is commitment made in a procurement
unauthorized. contract with a licensee as required by

too 5. Orders to unlicensed persons. 10 CFR Part 50. Appendix 8. Notices of
it 30 including vendors and contractors, and Nonconformances request non licenseesm 50 employees of any of them, are used to provide written explanations or j

,

when the NRC has identified deliberate statements describing corrective steps
C. Orders. An order is a written NRC misconduct that may cause a licensee to (taken or planned), the results achieved.

directive to modify, suspend, or mvoke be in violation of an NRC requirement the dates when corrective actions willa license: to cease and desist from a or where incomplete or inaccurate be completed, and measures taken to
given practics or activity; or to take such information is deliberately submitted or preclude recurrence. |
other action as may be proper (see to where the NRC loses its reasonable 3. Confirmatory Action 14tters are
CFR 2.202). Orders may also be issued assurance that the licenses will meet letters confirming a licensee's or
in lieu of, or in addition to. civil NRC requirements with that person vendor's agreement to take certain
penaltles, as appropriate for Severity involved in licensed activities. actions to remove significant concerns
14 vel 1. II. or 01 violations. Orders may Unless a separete response is about health and safety. safeguards, or
be issued as follows: warranted pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, a the environment.

1.1.icense Modification orders are Notice of Violation ned not be issued 4.14tters of Reprimand are letters
issued when some change in licenase where an order is based on violations addressed to individuals subject to
equipment. procedures personnel or described in the order. The violations Commission jurisdiction identifying a
management controls is necessary. described in an order ned not be significant de6ciency in their

2. Suspension Orders may be used: categorized by severity level, performance of licensed activities.
(e) To remove a threat to the public Orders are made effective 5. Demands for Information are

health and safety, common defense and immediately, without prior opportunity demands for information from licensees
security, or the environment: for hearing whenever it is determined or other persons for the purpose of

(b) To stop facility construction when, that the public health, interest, or safety enabling the NRC to determine whether
(i) Further work could preclude or so requires, or when the order is an order or other enforcement action

significantly hinder the ideotification or responding to e violation involving should be issued.
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VII. Exercise of Disastion (e) Situations when the excessive when discretion should be considered
Notwithstanding the normal guidance duration of a problem has resulted in a for departing from th normal approach

contained in this policy.r Provided in substantialincrease in risk: in Section VI.B include but are not
Secdon E. " Responsibilities." the NRC (f) Situations when the licensee made limited to the following:

a conscious decision to be in 1. t.icensee-identiSed Severity Levelmay choose to exercies discredan and il""CO'nP ance in orda to obtain an IV Violations. b NRC. with heither escalate or mi te enforcement
sanctions within b insion's econanic bene 8e w approval of b Regional Administrator
statutory authority to ensure that the (g)Casesinvolving the loss of a or his designes. may refrain from

source. In addition, unless th licensee issuing a Nodce of Violation for aresulting enforcement edian
self-identi8es and reports the loss to the Sevwity level!V violation that isappropriately reflects the level of NRC

concern regarding the violation at issue NRC these cases should normally result documented in an inspection report (or
in 8 civil enalt in an amount at least ofBcial Sold notes for some matwialPand conveys the appropriate message to
in the ordw of e cost of an authorised cases) and described therein as a Non-th licensee. disposal of the material or of the transfer

A. Escalation of Kn/orcement Sanctions of the material to an authorised Cited Violation (NCV)bvided that theinspection report inci a brief8'ci ient.he NRC considers violations P description of the corrective action and
categorised at Severity Invol 1.11. or III 2. Orders. & NRC ney, wbmo that the violation meets all of b
to be of si Scant latory concern. necessary or destrable, issues orders in following criteria:
If th app tion of normal conjunction with or in heu of dvil (a)It was identiSed by the licensee,
guidance in this policy does not result Penalties to achieve or formalise including identincetion through an

corrective actions and to deter furtherin an appropriate sanction, with h event: 1recurnace of swious violations. (b)It was not a violation that could 1approval of the appropriate Deputy
Executive Director and consultation 3. Daily civil penalties. In order to
with th EDO and Commission, as recognize th added technical safety reasonab]l be expected to have beenprevenh by b Hoensee's corrective
warranted the NRC may apply its full signi6cance or latory signi5cance action for a previous violation or a
enforament authority whwe the action for those cases w ero a vwy strong previous licensee Anding that occuned
is warranted. NRC action may include message is warranted fw a signincant w thin the past 2 years of b inspectionvidadon that condnun fw mm een(1) esmlating civil penalties. (2) issuing at issue.or th period within th last
a propriate orders, and (3) assessing one day.ee NRC rnay mrcise

two inspections. whichever is lonfthincfvil penalties for continuing violations discretion and assess a separate
er:

(c)It was or will be corrected w
on a day benis, up to the statu violation and attendant civil penalty uP a reasonable time, by specinc corrective

to the statutory limit of $100.000 for action committed to by the licensee bylimit 3100.000 per violation, per y.
1. Civil penalties. Notwithstanding each day the violation continues.N the end of the inspection. including

b outcome of the nonnel dvil penalty NRC may exercise this discretion if e immodem corrocuve acdon and i

assessment process addressed in Section licensee was aware or clearly should comprobensive cervective action to
'

VI.B.th NRC may exercise discretion have been aware of a violation, or if b prevent recurrence: '

by either proposing a dvil penalty Heenses had an opportunity to identify (d) It was not a willful violation or if
and correct the violation but failed to do it was a willful violation:who application of the femors would
so. (i) ne information enamming hotherwise result in aero penalty or by

escalating the amount of the resulting B. Mitigotion ofEnforcement Sanctions violation. if not sluired to be reported.
was promptly provided to appropriatecivil penalty (i.e., base or twim the base

ne NRC may exercise discation and NRC personnel. such as a residentcivil penalty) to ensure that the li" 8' if b tm in8Pector or regional section or branchProposed civil penalty reflects the Nai 0 chief;signincance of the circumstances and
conveys the op repriate regulatory of the normal process described in (11) ne violation involved b acts of

Section VI.B does not result in a a low levelindividual(and not am tothe iconsee. Consultation
wi Cornmission is required if the sancdon casisunt wie an appropriate licensee ofBelal as denned in Section
deviation in the amount of the dvil regulatory message. In addition, even if IV.C);

the NRC exercises this discretion, when (iii)h violation appears to be th
badty propowd undw this didon the licenses failed to make a required isolated action of the employee withoutthe amount of the dvil penalty
assmed under th normal process is report to the NRC, a to management involvement and the

enforcement action normally bemore than two times the base civil Issued for the licenses;s failure to make violation was not caused by lack of
shown in Tables 1A and 15. management ovwsight as evidenced by

pies when this disastion abould a required report. N approval of the either a history ofisolated willful
be considered include,but are not Director. OfBee of Enforcement, with violations or a lack of adequate audits
limited to the fol masuhation with b appropriate or supervision of emplo :and

(a) Problems et Sevwity Deputy Executive Director as warranted. (iv) Sign 1 Scant I action

tevd I or 5: Is rquired for exercising discretion of mmmensurete with h circumstances
(b) Ovmxposures, or releases of the type described in Section VII.B.1.b was taken by b licensee such the it

radiological material in excess of NRC where a willful violation is involved. demonstrated b seriousness of the
requirements: and of the types described in Sections violation to other employees and

(c) Situations involving particularly VII.B.2 through VII.B.5. Commission contractors, thereby costing a deterrent
poor licensee performance, or involving consultadon is required for exercising effed within the licensee's organization.
willfulnees: discretion of the type described in Although mmoval of the empioyee from

(d) Situadons when the licensee's Section VD.B.2 and th approval of the licensed activities is not necessarily
previous enforcement history has been appropriate Deputy Executive Director required, substantial disciplinary action
particularly p.oor. or when the current and Commission notification is required is expected.
violation is directly repetitive of an for exercising the discretion of the type 2. Violations identined During
earlier violation: described in Section VII B 6. Examples Extended Shutdowns or Work

- - . _ . .- . ._ _ ._- . . . _
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; Stoppages. The NRC may refrain from violation was caused by conduct that is action when the limnsee has address
~

issuing a Notice of Violation or a not reasonably linked to present
b overall work environment for rais'

'

proposed civil penalty for a violation Performance (normally, violations that safety concerns and has publicised th '
that is identined aAer(i)the NRC has are at least 3 years old or violations a complaint of disaimination for
taken signi8 ant enforcement action occurring during plant construction) engaging in protected activity was med
bened upon a major ewat and thm had not been prior notim so

to the DOL. that the matter was settled
<

contributing to an e ed shutdown that b limnsee should have reasonably to the satisfaction of the employee (h
of an operating reactor or a material - identiRed the violation earlier. 'this terms of the speciSc settlement
limnsee (or a work stoppage at a exercise of disastion is to place a agreement need not be ed). and that'c enstruction site), or (ii) the licensee Premium on licensees initiating efforts if the DOL Area OfBce
enters an extended shutdown or work to idenufy and correct subtle violations discrhaination. the lie =aa== ha taken
stoppage related to lly poor that are not likely to be identined by action to positively reemphasias the
performana over a period of time. routine efforts before degraded safety discrimination will not be toimeted,
provided that the violation la systems are called upon to work. Sisallerly, b NRC may mirmin imm
documented in an inspection report (or 4. Violations identiSed Due to taking =S-- action if a licensee
ofRcial Sold notes for some material Previous Escalated Enforcement Action. settles a matter promptly sher a person
cases) and that it meets a!! of b The NRC may refrain from lasuing a comes to th 7 without going to the
following criteria: Notim of Violation or a proposed civil DOL Such t an would normallys

(a) It was either limnase-identified as Penalty for a violation that is identined not be exord. , wases in which the
a result of a comprehensive program for after the NRC hs taken escalated licensee does .ppropriately address
problem identification and correction enforcement action for a Sewrity 14 vel the overall wo anvironment (e.g., by
that was dowloped in response to the U.or IU violation. provided that b using training, postings revised policies
shutdown or identified as a result of an '$olation is documented in an or procedures, any wry
employee allegation to the licensee; (If inspection report (or official field notes disciplinaryaction etc to
the NRC identi5es the violation and all for some matenal cases) that includes a cornmunicate its policy against
of the other criteria are met, th NRC description of the corrective action and discrimination) or in cases that involve:
should determine whethr enforcanent that it meets all of the following criteria: allegations of diacrimination as a result
action is necessary to achieve remedial (a) k was licensee-identified as part of of providing information directly to th
action. or if discretion may still be the cornctive action for the prov,ous NRC allegations of disalmination

gg,,3 escalated enforcement action: caused by a manager above first-line
,pb,) k,is based upon activities of the (b)It has the same or similar root supervisor (consistent with curant
licensee prior to the events leading to cause as b violation for which Enforcement Policy classi6 cation of
the shutdown: escalated enforcement action was Severity levelIor E violations).

(c)It would not be categorized at a issued: allegations of discrimirmation where a
severity level higher than Severity Lewt (c) k does not substantially change the hist of Andings of discrimination (by
g. safety si ficance or the character of the or the NitC) or settlements

(d)It was not willful;and the regu tory concern ansing out of the suggests a pa rk rather than an
(e) The licensee's decision to restart initial violation; and

isolated discrimination problem. or
. (d)It was or will be corrected * a!!egations of discrimination whichthe plant requires NRCconcurrence

3. Violations involving Old Design including immediate corrective action appear particularly blatant or egregious.
Issues. The NRC may refrain from and long term comprehensive cornctive e. Violations involving Special
proposing a civil penalty for a Severity action to prevent recurrence. within a Circumstances. Notwithstanding the
Level 11 or IU violation involving a past reasonable time following identification- outcome of the normal civil penalty
problem. such as in engineering, design. 5. Violations involving Certain assessment process addressed in Section
or installation, provided that the Discrimination issues. Enforcement VI.B. as provided in Section Hl.
violation is documented in an discation may be exacised for " Responsibilities." the NRC may reduce
inspection sport (or official field netes disenmination cases when a licenses or afrain from issuing a civil penalty or
for some material cases) that includes a who, without the need for government a Notice of Violation for a Severity Level
description of the corrective action and intervention. identifies an issue of H or HI violation based on the merits of
that it meets all of the following criteria: discrimmation and takes prompt. the case sher considering the guidance

(a)It was licenseeldentified as a comprehensive, and effective cornctive in this statement of policy and such
result ofits voluntary initiatin: action to address both the particular factors as the age of the violation. the

(b)It was or will be corrected, situation and the owrall work safety signlReana of the violation the
including immediate arrective action environment for raising safety concerns- overell sustained performance of the
and long tens comprehensin corrective Similarly, enforcement may not be licensee has been particularly good. and
action to prennt recurrence, within a wananted where a complaint is filed other relevant circumstances, including
rusonable time following identification with the Department of Labor (DOL) any that may have changed since the
(this action should involve expanding under Section 211 of the Energy violation. 'llais disention is expected to
the initiative, as necessary, to identify Reorganlaation Act of 1974, as be exercised only where application of
other failures caused by similar root arnended, but the licensee settles the the normal guidana in the policy is
causes); and matter before the DOL makes an initial unwarranted.

(c)It was not likely to be identined Anding of discrimination and addresses
(after the violation occurred) by routine the overall work environment. Claweise ofDiscretionforon
licensee efforts such as normal Altematively. If a finding of Operating Facility

surveillance or quality assurance (QA) discrimination is made, the licensee On occasion, circumstances may arise
activities. may choose to settle the case before the where a licensee's compliance with a

In addition. the NRC may refrain from evidentiary hearing begms. In such Technical Specification (TS) Limiting
issuing a Notice of Violation for cases cases, the NRC may exercise its Condition for Operation or with other
tMt meet the above criteria provided the discretion not to take enforcement license conditions would involve an

- _ ____, _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ - . _ ___ -- .__
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|unnecessary plant transient or exordsed with respect to equipment or knowingly, or with careless disregard
performana of testing. inspection or systems only when it has at least (i.e.. with more than more negligence) !'system realignment that is laappropriate concluded that. notwithstanding the failed to take required actions which

. with the speciSc plant conditions, or conditions of the license:(1) The have actual or ential safety
{ unneassary delays in plant startup equiprnent or system does not perform signiScance. t.- - _ons of i- without a corresponding health and a safety function in the modein which individuals et the level of Severity Level

safety beneSt. in these cism====== operation is to aa:ur:(2) the safety III or IV violations will be handled by
the NItC staff may choose not to enform function performed by the equipment or citing only the facility licensee,
the applicable TS or otherlicense system is of only marginal safety More serious violaeons.locluding
cmiition. This enforcement disaation, beneSt.provided remaining in the those involving the lategdty of an |

designated as a Notics of Enforcement current mode increases the likelihood of individual (e.g., lying to the NRC)
Disastion (NOED). will only be an unnecessary plant transient: or (3) concerning matters within the scope of
exercised if the NRC staffla clearly the TS er other license condition the individual's responsibilities, will be ;
==el= Rad that the action is ca==Id==8 requires a test. Inspection or system considered for enforcement action
with protecting the public beakh and realignsmat that is inappropriate for the against the individual as well as against
safety. A licenses seeking the issuance particular plant conditions, in that it the facility licensee. Action against the
of a NOED must provide a written does not provide a safety benefk.or individual. however, will not be taken
lustiSention. or in circumstances where may, in fact, be detrimental to safety in if the improper action by the individual
good cause is shown, oral justification tim icular plant condition. was caused by management failures.
followed as soon as possible by written decision to exercise enforament ne following examples of situationsa

justifiution, which documents the discretion does not change the fact that illustrate this :
safety basis for the request and provides a violation will occur nor does it imply e laadvertent i vidual mistakes
whatever other information the NItC that enforcement discretion is being resulting from inadequate training or i
staff deems necessary in making a exercised for any violation that may guidance provided by the facility :
decision on whether or not to issue a have led to the violation at lasue. In licenses.
NOED. each case where the NitC staff has e inadvertently missing an

ne appropriate Regional chosen to issue a NOED. enforcement insigniReant procedural requirement I

Administrator, or his or her designes, action will normally be taken for the when the action is routine, fairly
may issue a NOED where the root causes, to the extent violauons uncomplicated, and there is no unusual
noncompliance is temporary and were involved, that led to the cirr====aca indicating that the
nonrocurring when an amendment is noncompliance for which enforament procedures should be referred to and
not practicalDe Director.OfRm of discretion was used. The enforcement

followed step-by-stepian expressNuclear Reector Regulation, or his or action is intended to emphasize that . Compliance witt
her .may issue a NOED if the limnsees should not rely on the NRC's direction of management, such as the
ex noncompliana will occur authority to exercise enforcement Shin Supervisor or Plant Manager,
d g the brief od of tiene it discretion as a routine substitute for resulted in a violation unless the
requires the staff to process an compliance or for requesting a license individual did not express his or her
emergency or exigent license amendment. concern or obpection to the direction.
amendment under the provisions of to Finally,it is expected that the NRC e Individualerrordirectly resulting
CFR 50.91(a)(5) or (6). The person staff will exercise enforcement from following the technical advice of
exercising enforcement discretion will discretion in this area infrequently. an expert unless the advice was clearly
document the decision. Although a plant must shut down, unreasonable and the licensed

For an operating plant this exercise of refueling activities may be suspended, individual should have recognized it as
enforcement discretion is intended to or plant startup may be delayed, absent such.
minimize the potential safety the exercise o(enforcement discretion, e Violations resulting from
consequences of unnecessary plant the NRC staff is under no obligation to inadequate procedures unless the
transients with the accompanying take such a step merely because it has individual used a faulty procedure
operational risks and impacts or to been requested. The decision to forego knowing it was faulty and had not
eliminate testing. inspection, or system enforcement is discretionary. When attempted to get the procedure
realignment which is inappropriate for enfoicement discretion is to be corrected.
the particular plant cond tions. For exercised, it is to be exercised only if Listed below are examples of
plants in a shutdown condition. the NRC staff is clearly satisfied that situations which could result in
exercising enforcement discretion is such action is warranted from a health enforcement actions involving
intended ao reduce shutdown risk by, and safety perspective. Individuals, licensed or unlicensed. If
again, avoiding testi inspection or the actions described in these examples
system realignment ich is N"I*'""''' ^C13888 I*'*M*8 are taken by a licensed operator or takenladividualsinappropriate for the particular plant deliberately by an unlicensed
conditions. in that. it does not provide Enforcement actions involving individual, enforcement action may be
a safety benefit or may.in fact,be individuals. Including licensed taken directly against the individual.
detrimental to safety in the particular operators,are significant personnel However, violations involving willful
plant condition. Exercising enfoscoment actions, which will be closely controlled ' conduct not amounting to deliberate-

discretion for plants attempting to and judiciously applied. An action by an unlicensed individual in
startup is less likely than exercising it enforcement action involving an these situations may result in
for an operating plant. as simply individual will normally be taken only enforament action against a licensee
delaying startup does not usually leave when the NRC is satisfied that the that may impact an individual. The
the plant in a condition in which it individual fully understood, or should situations include, but are not time
could experience undesirable transients. have understood, his or her to, violations that involve:
In such cases. the Commission would responsibility: knew. or should have * Willfully causing a licensee to *
expect that discretion would be known, the required actions: and violation of NRC requirements.

- - - .- -. . . - - - - - - - -
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_= |e Willfully taking action that would licensee, the NRC recognizes that
have caused a licensee to be in violation judgments will have to be made on a until certain conditions are satisfied
of NRC requirements but the action did case by case basis. In making these e.g., completing speci Aed training or

meeting certain qualifications.not do so because it was detected and decisions, the NRC will consider factors e Require notincetion to the NRCcorrective action was taken. such as the following: before resuming work in licensede Recognizing a violation of 1.We level of b individual within activities.procedural requirements and willfully the organisation. e Requin the person to tell anot takins corrective action. 2.%e individual's training and P'**Pective employer or customer. Willfully defeating alarina which
have safety signi8cancs. experience as well as knowledge of the engaged in licensed activities that the

potentialconsequences of h person has been subject to an NRCe Unauthorised abandoning of reactor wrongdoi order.ontrols. 3.he se consequences of b In the case of a licensed operator'se Dereliction of duty. misconduct. failure to meet applicable Atness-lor.* Falsifying records required by NRC
4. We beneAt to the wrongdoer, e.g.. duty requirements (10 CFR SS.53(j)). bregulations or by the lecility license, pusonal or corporate gain. NRC may issue a Notice of Violation or* Willfhily Providing.orcausinga s. The degree of su sion of the a civil penalty to the Part ss licensee,

licensee to provide, an NRC inspector or individual,i.e., how ly is the or an order to suspend. modify orinvestigator with inaccurate or
incomplete infomation on a saatter individual monitored or audited, and make the Part 55 license. Rose actions
material to the NRC. the likelihood of detection (such as a may be taken the Arst time a licensed

e Willfully withholding safety radiographer working independently in OPerstar falls a drug or alcohol test, that
signincent infortnation rather than b Sold as contrasted with a team is, receives a conArmed positive tut
making such information known to activity at a power plant), eat exceeds the cutoffImts of to CFR

6. %e employer s response, e.g., Part 26 or the facility licensee's cutoffappropdate supervisory or technical disciplinary action taken. levels. if lower. However. normally onlyPwsonsul in the licensee's organization.
e Submitting falso information and as 7. The attitude of b wrongdoer, e.g., a Nouce of Violation will be issued for

a result gaining unescorted access to a admission of wrongdoing, acceptance of the Arzt confirmed 'tive test in the
nuclear power plant. responsibility. absena of aggrave circumstances

. Willfully providing falso date to a a. De degree of management such as errors in b performance of

licensee by a contractor or other peran responsibility or culpabilitfs. licensed duties or evidence of prolonged
who provides test or other services. 9. Whoidentined the m conduct. use. In addition.h NRC latends to
when b dets,affects the licensee's Any proposed enforcement action issue an order to suspend the Part 55

compliance with 10 CFR part 50 nvolving individuals must be issued licana for up to 3 years the second time

appendix 8.or other regusatory wie h concurrence of h appmpdme a licensed operator exceeds those cutoff
requirement. Deputy Executive Director.%e levels. In the event there are less than

. Willfully providing falso particular sanction to be used should be 3 yeen runeining in se term M ee
certincation eat compments med ee dmamind on a case by an hels.'' individual s license,the NRC may
requirements of their intended use, such Notias of Violation and Orders are consider not renewing the individual's

as ASME Code. examples of enforament actions that license or not issui a new license sher
b a a n' i"di id I the three year pari is completed. Thee Willfully supplying. by vendors of $I e * ppm i

g,gn nda NRC intends to issue an order to revoke {equipment for transportation of
radioactive material. casks that do not Re ud Im b id rd I the Part 55 license the third time a i"C*"'*d *

levels. A l.Perstw exceeds sose cud |comply with their certificates of add lon,th mayi Demands
icensed operator or applicantcompliance. for Information to gather information to ;

e Willfully performing unauthorized enable it to determine whether an order who refuses to participate in the rug
i

bypassing of required reactor or other or ot er enforcement action should be and alcohol testing programs )
established by the facility licensee or

|facilit safety systems. ** *

. Willfully taking actions that violate Orders to NRC. licensed reactor who is involved in the sale. use. or .

Technical S 15 cation 1.imiting OPerstws snay inalw suspensim fw a possession of an illegal drug is also
conditions EOperation or other speciRed pwlod rnodincadon.w subject to license suspension, j

,

license conditions (enforcement acum revocation of hit individual licenses. revocation ordenial.

for a willful violation will not be taken Orders to unlicensed individuals might In addition.the NRC may take

if that violation is the result of action include provisions that would: enforcement action against a licensee

taken following the NRC's dacialaa to e Prohibit inalvernent in NRC that may impact an individual, where

forego enforcement of the Taehairal liconed acuvities fw a specind period the conduct of the individual places in
question the NRC's reasonable'III"* I"*'"*II the period ofSpecincation or oeer Hoense condidon

Su8 Pension wouh not exceed 5 years) orassurance that lir====d activities will beor if b operator meets the pmply conducted.De NRC may take
irements of 10 CFR 50.54 (x). (i.e

gj,y gD$ enforcement action for reasons thatoss the operator acted uns=aaaaahly 1"",',*[ijn'e.''Yt **
would warrant refusal to issue a license,

considering all the relevant et in m .m 4.d. mic mu na norment i=p== csn an originalapplication. Accordingly,
circumstances surrounding the a cMt pensier assinas an indMdu.8. h=. appropriate enforcement actions may be

) cuen zu et nu Asesue Enersy Act (^1^3 8'=

. M.'I,'d* 4Iy'''.M"
taken regarding matters that raise issues

o y, sosee enforcement action is j ** '

g of integrity, competence, fitness.for.
taken against a licensee for violations s.co.e it.et ou Asa te inci.d. indmd..is. e duty, or other metters that may not
caused by significant acts of wrongdoing wwwy or womainaions. and any ,.preenicim = necessarily be a violation of specific '

by its employees contractors or as*** N si C**d"''i*" * * *"' r ** Commission requirements.
7p',*|,',',T," *"C,8=P|,yf n" (**"""contractors * employees. In deciding

. t In the case of an unlicensed person.
whehr to issue an enforcement action ,.quirem. di,. coy impo d on them ,, whether a firm or an individual. an
to an unlicensed person as well as to the commined. order modifying the facility license mas

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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be issued to require ill ne removal of action may be taken for an failure to provide significantthe person from all licensed activities unimentionally incomplete or information. In any event. in serious;

j for a specified penod of tirne or inaccurate oral statement provided to
cases where the licensee's actions in notindefinitely.,(21 pnor notice to b NRC the NRC by a licensee official or others correcting or providing informationbefoes utilirang the person in licensed on behalf of a licensee. if a record was raise quesuons about its commitment toactivities, or (3) the licensee to provide made of the oralinfonnation and safety orits fundamental

notice of the issuance ofsuch an order provided to the licensee hroby trustworthiness. b Commission mato other persons involved in licensed pumitting an op
oral information,portunity to correct the exercise its authority to issue orders; activides making reference inquiries. In such asif a transcript modifyina. suspending or revoking heddition, orders to employers migM of the communication or meeting license.% Commission recopiass

i

require retraining, addidonal ovwsight, summary containingthe enor wu made that enforcement duenninettons must.

! or independent verinceth of activities available to the licensee and was not be made on a case- case basis,teki
j Performed by the person. if the subsequently correctedin a timely into consideration issuesdescrid
; is to be involvedin licanned vities. manner. In this section.

",g, g,"com gg f X.Enferesesent Action Against Nos.
* "

,X. and facompleteti g, g ,

the decision to issue a Notics of 1.icemeses
A violation ofh regulations Violation for the initial inaccurate or no Commission's enforcement; involving submittal ofincomplete and/ incompics infonnation normally will is also applicable to non licensees, policy

j or inaccurate information, whether or be dependent on the circumstances, including employees of licensees. to
not considered a material falso including the ease of dweetion of h contractors and subcontractors, and toi

! statement, can result in the full range of enor,h timelhas of the conection. employees of contractors and
{ enforcement sanctions. The labeling of a whether the NRC or the licensee subcontractors, who knowingly provide

communication failure as a material identified the problem with the camponents, equipeneet, or other goods
3

! falso staternent will be made on a cese- communication,and whether the NRC or services that relate to a licensee's
i by. case basis and will be reserved for relied on the information prior to the activities subject to NRC segulath, The
j egregious violations. Violations correction. Generally.if the matter was prohibitions and sanctionslor any of
: involving inaccurate or incomplete promptly identified and corrected by these persons who empy in delbrate
! informadon or the failure to provide the licensee prior to reliance by h misconduct or subenission of
j significant information Identified by a NRC. or before the NRC raised a incomplete or inaccurate information
: licensee normally will be categorised quwtion about the information, no are provided in the rule on deliberate
| based on the guidance herein,in Section enforcement action will be taken for the misconduct, e.g.. to CFR 30.10 and 50.5.
j IV. ** Severity of Violations.** and in initialinaccurete or incomplete Vendors of pmducss orservices

Suplement VII. Information. On the other band,if the Provided for use in nuclear activities are;

3 The Commission recognizes that oral misinformation is identified aher the subject to certain Q mts dwigned I
; information may in some situaths be NRC relies on it, or aftw some question to *nsure that the peoducts or services

'

t inherently less reliable than written is raised regarding the accuracy of b supplied that could afled safety are of |t submittels because ofb absence of an information, then sorne enforcement high quality.Through procurement
! Opportunity for reflection and action normally will be taken even if it contracts with reactor licensees. vendors (
j management review. However, & is in fact corrected. Howe er. If the may be required to have quality ;
t Commission must be able to rely on oral initial submittal was occurate when assurance progmens that meet applicable

communications from licensee officials made but later tums out to be erroneous requirements includina to CFR Part so,
concoming significant information. because of newly discovered Appendix B.and to CFR Part 71.
Therefore, in determinina whether to information or advance in technology. e Subpart H. Vendors supplying products
take enforcernent action for an oral citation normally would not be or services to mector, materials, and to
statement, consideration may be given appropriate if, when the new CFR Part 7111consees are subject to the |to factors such as (1)The degree of information became available or b requirementsof toCFRPart21 |knowledy that the communicatae advancement in technology was made, myrding reporting of defects in basic '

should have had. regarding the matter. the initial submittal was corrected. com nts.
la view of his or her position, training. The failure to cornet inaccurate or inspections determine that
and experience:(2)the opportunity and incomplete information which h violations of NRC requirements have
time available prior to the licensee does not identify as significant occurred.or that vendors have failed to
communication to assure the accuracy normally will not constitute a seperste fulfillcontractualcommitments(e.g. to
or completeness of the inforenetion:(3) violation. However, the circumstances CHt,Part 50. Appendix B) that could
the dogme ofintent or neb pence,if surrounding the failure to correct may adversely aflect the quality of a safetyli
any,involwd:(4)the fonnauty of b be considered relevant to the significant product or service,
comanunication: (5) the reasonableness determination of enforcement action for enfortmanent action willbe taken. !

of NRC mliance on the infonnetton:(6) the initial inaccurate or incomplete Notices of Violation and civil penalties ;

the importance of the information statement. For example,an will be used, as appropriate, for licensee
which was wrong or not provided: and unintentionally inaccurate or failures to ensure that their wndors
(7)the masonableness of the incomplete submission me" be treated have progroms that meet applicable

1

explanation for not providing complete as a more severe matter if tAe Licensee requirements. Notices of Violation will
and accurate information. later determines that the initial be issued for nndors that violate to

Absent at least careless disregard, an submittal was in error and does not CFR Part 21. Civil penalties will be
incomplete or inaccurate unsworn oral correct it or if there were clear imposed against individual directors or '

statement normally will not be subject opportunities to identify the error. If responsible officers of a vendor
to enforcement action unless it involves information not corrected was organization who knowingly and t

significant information provided by a recognized by a licensee as significant, consciously fail to provide the notice
licensee official. However. enforcement a separate citation may be made for the required by to CFR 21.21(b)(1). Notices

-. - - -- - - ..-
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of Nonconformance will be used for able to perform its intended safety 3. Insttentiveness to duty on the Panvendors which fail to meet functionu when actually called upon to oflim. sed personnel:
cornmitments related to NitC activities. work: 4. Changes in reactor persmeters that3. An accidental criticality;or cause unanticipated reductions ingg,g,g ,g g, % _ g

4. A licensed operator at th controls margins of safety;
r

of a nuclear reactor. or a senior operator 5. A signiRcant failure to most the
, Alleged or suspected criminal directing licensed activities, involved in requimments of to CFR 50.59'includ

violations of the Atomic Energy Act procedural errors which usult in. or a failure such that a uired li "" 8

(and of other relevant Federal laws) am examtbete the consequences of, an alert amendment was not sought:
referred to the Department of Justice or higher level emeryncy and who, as 6. A licensee failure to conduct(DCf) for investigation. Iteferral to the a resuk of subsequent testing. receives adequate oversight of vendors resultinDOIdoes not preclude the NitCimm a confirmed positive test result for drugs in the use of products or services that
taking other enfoscoment action under or alcohol
this policy. However, entiercoment 8. Severity level H-Violations *" of defective ot indeterminate quality

""d thm ha" **h 'I "IOC*"***Y8actions will be coordinated with the involving for example: A a dwn in he control of
mitigste serious sabed to prevent orDOfin accordance with the 1. A system desi

licensed activities involvi a numberMemorandum of Understanding y events not being
between the NitC and the DOJ 53 FR able to perform its intended safety

that are ''C"#'I"3 vioYa*t50317 fDecesober 14,1988). function: s1

2. A licnased operator involved in the that allectively represent a potentially
Pohlic meclame of Edenament use. sale, or possession of illegal drugs significant lack of attention or )

Adiees or the consumption of alcoholic caminaness tward licensed j
Enforament actions and licensees * beverages, within the protected area: or N8Ponsibilides: w 1

responses.in accordance with 10 CFR 3. A limnaed operator at the control 8. A licensed operator's confirmed
2.790, am publ available for of a nuclear reactor, or a senior operstor Posative test for drugs or alcohol that
inspection. In tion, press releases directing licensed activities, involved in does not moult in a Sewrity LevelI or
are generally issued for ordere and civil promdural errors and who, as a result H violation.
penalties and are issued at the same of subsequent testing, receives a 9. Equipment failures caused by
time the order or imposition conRrmed positive test result for drugs inadequate or improper maintenance
of the civil issued. In or alcohol. that substantially complicates recovery !

addition, press are usually C. Severity Level IH-Violations from a plant transient. !

issued when a proposed civil penaky is involving for example: D. Severity Levol!V-Violations ,

withdrawn or substantially mitigated by 1. A signi8 cant failure to comply with involving for example: |
some armount. Press releases are nog the Action Statement for a Technical 1. A less signi6 cant failure to comply i
normally issued for Notices of Violation Specification umiting Condition for with the Action Statement for a j

that are not accompanied by orders or Operation where the appropriate action Technical Specifiution Umitina j
proposed civil penalties. was not taken within the required time. Condition for Operation where the ;

! such as: appropriate action was not taken within IXIH. * g ' ; Closed Enfenement (a) la a pressurized water reactor, in the required time, such as: |
-

Actices the applicable modes, having one high. (a)In a pressurised water reactor, a
If significant new information is Pressure safety injection pump 5% deficiency in the mquired volume of

moeived or obtained by NRC which inoperable for a period in excess of that the condensate storage tank: or
indicates that an enforament sanction allowed by the action statement: or (b)la a boiling water reactor, one ,

was incorrectly applied consideration (b)In a boiling water reactor, one subsystem of the two independent MSIV
'

may be given, dependent on the Primary containment isolation valve leakage control subsystems inoperable:
circumstances, to reopening a closed inoperable for a period in excess of that 2. A failure to most the requirements
enforcement action to inosase or allowed by the action statement. of to CFR 50.59 that does not result in
decrease the severity of a sanction or to 2. A system designed to prewnt or a Severity level l. H. or IH violation:
conect the acord. Itaopening decisions mitigste a serious safety event: 3. A failum to meet regulatory
will be made on a case-b (a) Not being able to perform its uirements that have more than minorI

expected to occur rarely,y<ase basis, areand unre b intended function under certain se or environmental signi6cancs: or
speci5c approval of the op condidens (e.g., safwy system na 4. A failure to make a required
Deputy Executive Director. *Perable unless offsite pwor is Umnase Event Report. !

available; materials or components not
l lS*PP ament I-Rancear 4 environmentally ualified):or S*PP oenset D-Part 50 Facility

' Itis supplement provides examples (b) Being to the extent that Construction
of violations in each of the four severity a detailed evaluation would be requimd This supplement provides examples
lewis as guidance in determinina the to doenrmine its operability (e.g., of violations in each of the four severity
appropriate senrity level for violations component parameters outside levels as guidance in determinina b
in the area of reactor operedons, approwd lisaits such as pump flow appropriate severity level for violations

A. Severity 1Avel 1-Violations rates. heat ewhanger transfer in the ame of Part 50 facility
involving for example: characteristics, safety valw lift construcdon.,

2. A Safety Umit. as defined in to setpoints or valve stroke times): A. Seurity lawl1-Violations
'

CFR 50.36 and the Technical involving structures or systems that are
Specifications being exceeded, maneomrtal aavol ers'*ms. as weH as physical completed 'Iin such a manner that they

2. A systern " des 9ned to prewnt or 878Q
,

, , ,,,, ,,
mitigate a serious safety event not being s.esey wa. and is not direcied io-ard a loss ** The iaan "ca=P ated" ** =aad in thisl

of redundancy. A loss of one subsystem does not supplement means coinpleuen of conewuction
"The tonn"symem" as used in thoes defeat the intended safety function as long as the including review and acceptance by the

supplements, includes ednunieenstvo and ether subsystem is operable. construction QA organiseuan.
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wruld not have satisfied their intended able to perform its intended safety considered to be significant while the |
safety related purpose, function when actually called upon to information is outside the protected area IB. Seventy Lawlll-Violations work; or

and accessible to those not authorizedinvolving for example: (c) An accidentalcriticality occurnd: access to the protected area
1. A breakdown in the Quality 2. The theh. loss. or diversion of a 6. A signincant failure to respond to

Assurance (QAl program as exemplified formula quantity '* of special nuclear an ownt either in sufficient time toby deficiencies in construction QA material (SNM): or provide protection to vital equipment or
related to more than one work activity 3. Actual unauthorized production of strategic SNM or with an adequate

2

(e.g.. structural, piping electrical, a formula quantity of SNM. reponse force:
f:undations). These deficiencies B. Severity lAvel H-Violations 7. A failure to perform an appropriate
normstly involve the licensee's failure involving for example: evaluation or background investigation
to conduct adequate audits or to take 1. The entry of an unauthorized so that information relevant to the
prompt correctin action on the basis of individual's who represents a threat access determination was not obtained
such audits and normally involve into a vital area ** from outside the or considered and as a result a person,
multiple examples of deficient protected area; who would likely not have been granted
construction or construction of 2. The tlwh. loss or diwrsion of SNM accase by the licensee,if the ired
unknown quality due to inadequate of modemte stretegic significance "in investigation or evaluation ha n
program implementation; or which the security system did not performed, was granted access: or

2. A structure or system that is function as required: or 8. A breakdown in the security
c:mpleted in such a manner that it 3. Actual unauthorized production of program involving a number of
could have an adverse effect on the SNM. violations that are related (or. if is alated.
safety of operations. i C Severity Level HI-Violations that am recurring violations) that

C Sewrity levelIII-Violations nvolving for example: collectinly reflect a potentially
involving for example: 1. A failure or inability to control significant lack of attention or

1. A deficiency in a licensee QA access through established systems or carelessness toward licensed
program for construction related to a Procedures. such that an unauthorized responsibilities.
single work activity (e.g.. structural. individual (i.e., not authorized D. Severity levelIV-Violations
piping. electrical or foundations). His unescorted access to protected area) involving for example:
significant deficiency normally involves could easily gain undetected access '' 1. A failure or inability to control

J the licensee's failure to conduct into a vital area from outside the access such that an unauthorized |
adequate audits or to take prompt protected area; individual (i.e.. authorized to protected |

corrective act:on on the basis of such 2. A failure to conduct any search at ares but not to vital ares) could easily
audits. and normally involws multiple the access control point or conducting gain undetected access into a vital area
examples of deficient construction or an inadequate search that resulted in the from inside the protected area or into a
construction of unknown quality due to introduction to the protected area of controlled access area;
in:dequate program implementation: firearms, explosives. or incendiary 2. A failure to respond to a suspected

2. A failure to confirm the design devices and reasonable facsimiles event in either a timely manner or with
safety requirements of a structure or thereof that could significantly assist an adequate response force:

radiological sabotage or theft ci strategic 3. A failure to implement to CFRsystem as a result ofinadequate '

preoperational test program SNM: Parts 25 and 95 with respect to the
implementation:or 3. A failure, degradation, or othw information addressed undw Section

3. A failure to make a required to CFR deficiency of the protected area 142 of the Act, and the NRC approved
50.55(e) report. Intrusion detection or alarm assessment security plan relevant to those parts:

D. Seventy 1.svol IV-Violations systems such that an unauthorized 4. A failure to make, maintain. or
involving failuso to meet regulatory " individual who represents a threat Provide log entries in accordance with
requirements including one or more could predictably circumvent the to CFR 73.71 (c) and (d).where the ,

Quality Assurance Criterion not system or defeet a specific zone with a omitted information (i) is not otherwise |
amounting to Severity Level I.11. or III high degree of confidence.without available in easily retrievable records. !

violations that have more than minor insider knowledge, or other significant and (ii) significantly contributes to the ;

safety or environmental significance. degradetion of overall system capability: ability of either the NRC or the licensee '

4. A signiReant failure of the to identify a programmatic breakdown:SrPplement Ill--s my

safeguards systems designed or used to 5. A failure to conduct a proper search.

This supplement provides examples prewnt or detect the theft. loss, or at the access control point:
cf violations in each of the four severity diversion of strategic SNM: 6. A failure to properly secure or
1svels as guidance in determining the 5. A failure to protect or control Protect classified or safeguards
appropriate severity level for violations classified or safeguards information information inside the protected area
in the area of safeguards. which could assist an individual in an

~

A. Severity LevelI-Violations a se. se alt rs.: for ih. dennition or -form.t. act of radiological sabotage or theft of
involving for example: quailey.- strategic SNM where the information

1. An act of radiologiail sabotage in " Th* '"* un..ibwind indiad 1 as used was not removed from the protected
which the security system did not '",,'MC,",,",",*"*,""3 ,"*,%""E ,, area:"* "

,
7. A failure to control access such thatfunction as required and as a result of nos uiberiod i nin in ih. manner enin.d.

the failure, there was a significant ownt. = Th ph,u. wiat ww . d in thi, an opportunity exists that could allow
such as: su Ppl.nwei includes el ms and mes rial accmas unauthorized and undetected access

into the protected area but which was(a) A Safety Limit. as defined in to **'*.

CFR 50.36 and the Technical .' s is cn 73.2 = ih. 4.nnmon or sp ciai neither easily or likely to be exploitable;'"'*3*'"""*''''''''8'''is"#"*"'''"*'8*" ".*ierminins whether actein can b. .asily8. A failure to conduct an adequateS ecilications, was exceeded
P ) A system designed to prevent or - in d searth at the exit b a maten'a1 access(b ;n.d. tactor, such as prediciaWiiiv. .d.nierawlity.

mitigate a serious safety event was not and ene. of pasa.g. should be cons dered. area:

!
;

--- - -_ -- -- . . -- , - - . -- . . - - - . _ . .-
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|
| 9. A theft or loss of SNM of low skin of the whole body. or to the feet, applicable limits in to CFR Parti strategic significance that was not ankles. hands or forearms, or to any

Sections 20.1001-20.2401 whether| detected within the time period other organ or tissue;
| specified in the security plan, other 4. An annual exposure of a member of not an exposum or release ocx:urs'-

9. Disposal oflecensed material not
! relevant d+r rt, or regulation: or the public in excess of 0.5 rem total covwed in Severity lawls I or D.
| 10. Other violations that have more effective does equivalent:

10. A release for unmetricted iise ofI than minor safeguards signlAcance. 5. A release of redioactive material to
contaminated ar redioective material or!

Sepplement IV-Health Physics (10 an unrestricted ares at concentrations in equipment that poses a realistic
CFR FM M excess of 0 times b limits for

'

ential for exposure of the public tomembers of b public as described in vets or deseanceeding the annual' This supplement provides examples to CFR 20.1302(b)(2)(i) (except when does limits for members of b public.
.

| of violations in each of b four sevwity operation up to 0.5 rom a year has been or that reflects a'
; levels as guidance in determining b approved by the Commission under than an leolated)progranunatic (rathw

<

weaknessin the I
appropriate severity level for violations Section 20.1301(c)); radiation control :

_
|in the area of health physics.10 GR 6. Disposal oflicensed matwialin 11. Conduct of activities by a

i Part 20.w quantitles or concentrations in excess of tarhaically unquall8ed person: I
-

j A. Severity levelI . Violations five times the limits of 10 CFR 20.2003: 12. A signi8 cant failure to control '

; involving for example: or licanned material: or
! 1. A radiation exposum during any 7. A failure to make an immediate 13. A breakdown in b radiationj year of a worker in excess of 25 roms noti 8 cation as required by to CFR safety program involving a number of ji total effective dose equivalent. 75 roms 20.2202 (aX1) or (eX2). violations that are related (or, ifisolated.I to the lens of the eye.or 250 rods to the C. Severity Level ID-Violations that are recurring) that collectinly

'

I skin of the whole body, or to b feet, involving for example: represent a potentially significant lacki ankles, hands or forearms, or to any 1. A radiation exposure during any of attention orcarelessness toward'
other organ or tissue: yearof a worker in excess of 5 roms total limnaed responsibilities.

2. A radiation exposure owr the effective does equivalent.15 runs to the D. Severity levelIV-Viobtions
gestation 'od of the embryo /letus of lens of the eye. or 50 roms to the skin involving for example:
a dec pregnant woman in excess of of the whole body or to the feet, anktas 1. Exposures in excess of the litnits of
2.5 roms total effective does equivalent: hands or fossarms. or to any other organ 10 CFR 20.1201. 20.1207, or 20.1208 not i

3. A radiation exposure during any or tissue; constituting Severity Level I. II or III l
year of a minorin excess of 2.5 rems 2. A radiation exposure our the violations:
total effective does equivalent. 7.5 roms gestation 'od of the embryo / fetus of 2. A mieses of radicedive matwiel to
to the lens of the eye, or 25 roms to the ad p t woman in excess of an unrestricted ares at concentrations in l

,

skin of the whole body or to the feet. 0.5 rem total e we does equivalent excess of the limits for members of b !

ankles, hands or forearms or to any (except when doses are in accordance public as referenced in 10 CFR
othw organ or tissue; with the ons of Section 20.1302(bM2MI) (except when operation

4. An annual exposure of a member of 20.120s( )h up to 0.5 run a year Saa been approved
the public in excess of 1.0 run total 3. A radiation exposure during any by the Commission under Section
effective dose uivalent. year of a minor in excess of 0.5 rem total 20.1301(c));

5. A release radioactive material to effective does Nulvalent: 1.5 roms to 3. A radiation does rate in an
an unrestricted area at concentrations in the lens of the eye, or 5 roms to the skin unrestricted or controlled area in excess
excess of 50 times the limits for of the whole body or to the feet. ankles, ef 0.002 rem in any 1 hour (2 millirem /
members of the public as described in hands or forearms, or to any other organ hour) or 50 millirems in a year:
10 CFR 20.1302(bX2Xih or or tissue: 4. Failure to maintain and implement

4A* 8xPosum abow redietion p a to keep radiation6. Disposal oflicensed materialin
9uantities or concentrations in excess of mgulatory limits when such exposure exposures as ow as is reasonably
10 times the limits of to CFR 20.2003. reflects a p matic (rather than an acnsevable:

B. Sewnty level U-Violations Isolated) w ees in b radiation 5. Doses to a member of the public in
involving for example: control program: excess of any EPA generally applicable

1. A radiation exposure during any 5. An annual exposure of a member of environmental radiation standards, such
year of a workerin excmes of to roms the public in excess of 0.1 rom total as 40 CFR Part 190;

total effective does equivalent. 30 mas ellodive does equivalent (exco when 6. A failure to make the 30-day
to the lens of the eye, or 100 rems to the operation up to 0.5 rom a year been notiScation required by 10 CFR

skin of the whole body or to the feet. approved by the Commission under 20.2201(aX1Mii) or 20.2203(a):
ankles. hands or forearms, or to any Section 201301(c))[.

7. A failure to make a timely written
6. A release of re iloactive material to report as required by 10 CFR 20.2201(bl.othw organ or tissue. an unrestriced ares at concentrations in 20.2204, or 20.2206; or2. A radiation exposure over the

excess of two times the effluent 8. Any other matter that has more
gestation penod of the embryo / fetus of

concentration limits toforenced in 10 than a minor safety, health, ora declared pregnant woman in excess of
1.0 rem total effectin dose equivalent; CHL 20.1302(bX2)(i)(except when *nvironmental significance

3. A radiation exposure during any operation up to 0.5 rom a year has been Supplement V-Transportation
year of a minor in excess of 1 rom total approved by the Commission under

Section 20.1301(c)h This supplement provides exampics
effective dose equivalent: 3.0 roms to 7. A failure to make a 24 hour of violations in each of the four seser.'
the lens of the eye.or to rems to the notification required by 10 CFR lewis as guidance in detwmining ib-

20.2202(b) or an immediate notification *PPropriate sevwity level for viole

$ YonEwDrN.NN.c '*luired by 10 CFR 20.2201(a)(1)(th
rs.ncy mponn .w m to imi.d on . cm 8. A substantial potential for

try an t..... exposures or releases in excess of h

-. - .
a
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in the area of NRC transportation
collectively reflect a potentiallyrequirements Ja.

, sigmficant lack of attention or C. Severity Level !!!-violations4

, A. Sevwity LAvelI-Violations
carelessness toward licensed

involving for example:,

involving for example: responsibilities. 1. A failure to control access to
1. Failure to meet transportation D. Seywity LevelIV-Violations licensed matwiels for radiation

requirements that meuhed in loss of
involving for example: requirements:

puiposes as specified by NRC
contml of radioactive material with a 1. A breach of package integrity

2. Possession or use of unauthorizedbrec.h in package integrity such that the without extemal radiation levels
equipment or materials in tlw conductmatenal caused a radiation exposure to exceeding the NRC limit or without

a mynber of the public and there was
contamination levels exceeding five

oflicensee activities which degrades
safety;clear potential for the public to receive times the NRC limits:

3. Use of radioactiw material onmore than .1 som to the whole body:
2. Surface contamination in excess of humans where such use is not .2. Surface contamination in excess of but not more than five times the NRCauthorised: !So times the NRC limit: or limit:

4. Conduct of licensed activities by a3. Extemal radiation lewis in excess 3. A failure to registw as an technically ualined person.of to times the NRC limit.
authorimod usw of an NRC-Certified 5. Radiation is, contamination

'

B. Sevwity lawl H-Violations
involving for example: Transport package: lewis or releases that exceed the limits

1. Failure to meet transportation 4. A noncompliance with shipping speciRed in the limnse:

requirements that resulted in loss of papers marking, labeling. placarding. 6. Substantial failure to implement
packaging or loading not amounting to the quality management program ascontrol of radioactive matwial with a a Severity Level 1.11. or HI violation: raguired by Section 35.32 that does notbreech in package integrity such that 5. A failure to demonstrate that result in a misadministration: failure to

*

there was a clear ential for the packages for special form radioactive 8' Port a misadministration:ormemberof the lic to receive more matwial muts applicable regulatory Pmgrammatic weakness in thethan .1 rom to t whole body: requirements; implementation of the quality2. Surface contamination in excess of 6. A failure to demonstrate that management program that results in a10. but not more than 50 times the NRC packages meet DOT Specifications for misadministration,limit: 7A Type A packagw: or 7. A breakdown in the control of3. External radiation levels in excess . 7. Othw violations that have more licensed activities involvin6 a nudibwof fin. but not more than to times the than minor safety or environmental of violations that are related (or, ifNRC limit; or
- significance. Isolated, that are recurring violations)4. A failure to make required initial

notifications associated with Severity 3, ppg ,,, yg_p,,, Cycle g that collectively represent a potentially
14 veli or H violations. Matwials Opwations significant lack of attention or

carelessness toward licensed |C. Severity levelIR-Vioistions This supplement provides examples responsibilities:involving for example: of violations in each of the four severity a. A failure, during radiographic
1. Surface contamination in excess of levels as guidance in dete,rmining the oPerstions, to have present or to use

five but not more than to times the NRC appropriate sevwity level for violations radiographic equipment. radiationlimit: in the area of fuel cycle and matwials surwy instruments, and/or personnel2. External radiation in excess of one operations.
monitoring devices as required by tobut not more than five times the NRC A. Severity lawl 1-Violations CFR Part 34:limit: involving for example: 9. A failure to submit an NRC Form3. Any noncompliance with labeling. 1. Radiation levels, contamination 241 in accordance with theplacarding. shipping paper, packaging, levels, or releases that exceed to times requirements in Section 150.20 of to

loading. or other requirements that* the limits specified in the license: CFR Part 150;
could reasonably result in the following: 2. A system designed to prevent or 10. A failure to receive required NRC

(a) A significant failure to identify the mitigate a serious safety event not being ap val prior to the implementation oftype. quantity,or form of material: Operable when actually required to nge in licensed activities that hasa
(b) A failure of the carrier or recipient Perform its design function: radiological or programmatic

to exercise adequate controls; or 3. A nuclear criticality accident; or significance. such as, a change in(c) A substantial potential for either 4. A failure to follow the procedures ownership: lack of an RSO or
personnel exposure or contamination of the quality management prograrn. replacement of an RSO with an
above regulatory limits or improper required by Section 35.32. that results in unqualified individual: a change in the
transfer of material: a death or serious injury (e.g., location where licensed activities are4. A failure to make required initial substantial organ impairment) to a being conducted, or where licensed
notification associated with Severity Patient. material is being stored where the new1.evel!H violations; or 8. Severity 14 vel I!-Violations facilities do not meet safety guidelines:

5. A breakdown in the licensee's involving for example: or a change in the quantity or type ofprogram for the transportation of 1. Radiation leuls, contamination radioactive matwis) being processed or
licensed matwiel involving a number of levels. or releases that exceed five times used that has radiological significance:
violations that are related (or,ifisolated, the limits specified in the license; or
that are recurring violations) that 2. A system designed to prevent or 11. A significant failure to meet

mitigate a serious safety event being decommissioning requirements
asome er n. pan.iion requir en.ni r .ppti.d inoperable; or including a failure to notify the NRC asto more ih.n on. uc.nm in ,.d in ihe mm. 3. A substantial programmatic failure required by regulation or license.ciivar such ., a shipper and a carri.e. when .

in the implementation of the quality condition substantial failure to meet
It dIrN.Neich.'r""I . management program required by 10 decommissioning standards. failure to

" * '
p

i.c.n= -h.ch. .nder ih. circum i.nc or ihe CFR 35.32 that results m a conduct and/or completec.w. may b. one or mor etih. nc.nm. invoiv.d. misadministration. decommissioning activities in

!
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i w
| accordance with regulation or lianse or the common defense and security

EAP's staff is aware that an individual''; condition, or failun to mem required ("significant information identified by a condition may adverwly affect safety
: schedules without adequate, liansee") and is deliberately withheld mleted act vities: or
; justl6adon. from the Commission: 9. b failum of licensee management
< D. Severity LevelIV-Violations 4. Action by senior corporate to taka effective action in omecting a
i 1::volving for example: management in violation of 10 CFR 50.7 hostile work environment.
j 1. A failure to maintain patients or similar regulations against an C. Severity 14wlIII-Violations
4 hospitalised who how cabelt-60, employee: involving for example:
J cosium 137.or iridium 192 implants or 5. A knowing and intentional failure '1. Incomplete or lamrurese
j to conduct mquiredleakage or to provide the notim required by to information that is provided to the NRC
) contamination tests, or to use properly CFR Part 21:or (a) because ofinadequate actions on the

calibrated equipment: 6. A failure to substantially part ofllanese otBcials but not2

: 2. Other violations that have more implement b required 8tnese-for. duty amounting to a Severity 14 veli or II
| than minor safety or environmental program.as violation. or (b) If the taformation. had
j signi6 mace; or 8. Severity 14 vel U-Violations it been com lete and accurate at the

3. Failure to fouow the lity involving for example: time . likely would have;
management program. ImpF"- 1. Ina-ete or incomplete rwul in a reconsideration of a

-

procedures, whether or not a information that is provided to the NRC regulatory position or substantial furthw
misedministration occurs, provided the (a) by a limasse

camless disregard,ofBelal because ofinquiry such as an additional inspection,

failures are isolated do not demonstrate>

for b completeness or a formal request for information:
I a progr=mmatic weaknessin the or accurecy of the information, or (b) if 2. Incomplete or inaccurate
j implementation of the QM program, and b information, had it been complete information that the NRC requirm be

ban limited consequences if a and accurate at the time provided,likely kept by a lle=aa== that is (a) incomplete
misadministration is involved: failure to would have resulted in regulatory action or inaccurate because ofinadequate
conduct the required program review: or such as a show cause order or a different actions on the part oflicensee officials
failure to take corrective actions as regulatory position but not amounting to a Sevwity lawlI
required by Section 35.32: or 2. Ina mplete or inaccurate or II violation, or (b) if the information.

4. A failum to keep the records information that the NRC requires be had it been complete and accurate when
required by Sections 35.32 or 35.33. kept by a licenses which is (a) reviewed by the NRC. likely would have

incomP ete or laea:urete because of rwulted in a reconsideration of alh hg,PP amVhMiemums careless disregard for b accurecy of the regulatory position or substantial furthwuem
information on the part of a licensee inquiry such as an additional inspection

This supplement provides examples official. or (b) if b information, had it or a formal request for information:
cf violations in each of the four savaity been complete and accurate when 3. A failure to provide "significant !
levels as guidance in determining the reviewed by the NRC. likely would haw infonnation identined by a limnsee" to
appropriate severity level for violations resulted in regulatory action such as a the Commission and not amounting to
involving miscallaneous matters. show cause order or a different a Severity 14 veli or II violation:

A. Severity LevelI-. Violations regulatory position: 4. An action by first-line supervision
involving for example: 3. "Significant information identified in violation of to CFR 50.7 or similar

1. Inaccurate or incomplete by a licensee" and not provided to h regulations against an employee:
information 88 that is provided to th* 5. An inadequate review or failure toNRC (a) deliberately with the knowled ' Commission because of careless8 disregard on the part of a licensee review such that. If an appropriate
of a licensee official that b information official; review had been made as required. a 10
is incomplete or inaccurate, or (b) if the 4. An action by plant management CFR Part 21 report would have been
information. had it been complete and above first.line supervision in violation made:
accurate at b time provided,likely of to CFR 50.7 or similar regulations 6. A failure to complete a suitable
would have raulted in regulatory action against an employee; inquiry on b basis of to CFR Part 26.
such as an immediate ordw required by 5. A failure to provide the notice keep records concerning the denial of
the public halth and safety. required by to CFR Part 21: access, or respond to inquiries

2. Incomplete or inea: urate 6. A failure to remove en individual conewning denla% of aussa so that, as
information that the NRC requires be from unescosted acmss who has been a result of b falh.re, a person
kept by a licensee that is (a) incomplete involwd in h sale, use, or possession previously denied access for fitness for.
or inaccurate because of falsification by of illegal drugs within the protected area duty rossons was iroproperly granted
or with the knowledge of a licensee or take action for on duty misuse of access;
official, or (b) if the information. had it alcohol, ption drugs, or ovw-the. 7. A failure to take the required action
been complete and accurate when counter gs: for a person confirmed to have been
reviewed by the NRC Likely would have 7. A failure to take reasonable action tested positive for illegal drug use or :
resulted in regulatory action such as an when observed behavior within the take action for onsiw alcohol use; not '

immediate ordw required by public protected area or credible information amounting to a Severity lawl11 ;
health and safety considerations; concerning activities within the violation: |3. Information that the licenses has protected area indicates possible 8. A failure to assure, as required. that
identified as having significant unfitness for duty based on drug or contractors or wndors have an effective
implications for public health and safety alcohol use: fitness for. duty program,

s. A deliberate failure of the licensee's 9. A breakdown in 6 fitness.for-duty
n in .pplyias ib. .=ampt In this ou pelea=a' Ernplo se Assistance Program (EAP) to Program involving a number of

meanbas iaaccur** *r hacomP me infannados and notify imnsee's management when violations of the basic elements of thei
acords, ns.mac. . bound .tso to made io th* fitnas.for-duty program that
fnY,m"a$"n,YaE I.

"
1o iconsee = m example for viota6aas for fitness-for<8uty collectively reflect a significant lack of

omcial conia.a.d in section IV C m *"''"*8*noas of io crx Pari rs. attontion or carelessness towards

.

._
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meeting the objectins of to CFR 26.10; in the area of emergency preparedness, standard involving assessment oror it should be noted that citations are not notification.
,

'

< 10. Thruts of discrimination or normally made for violations involving C. Severity LAvel C-Violations! restrictin agreements which are emerpncy preparedness occurring involving for example:'

violations under NRC regulations such during emergency exercises. However. 1. In an alert, licensee failure toas to CFR 50.7(f). where exercises reval(i) training. pmmptly (1) correctly classify the event,
4

i D. Severity LawlIV-Violations procedural, or repetitive failures for (2) make required notifications to'

involving for examplen which correctin actions have not been responsible Federal. State. and local1. Incomplete or innaurste taken. (ii) an overall concem regarding agencies.or (3) respond to the event: inform 2 tion of more than mir or the licensee's ability to implement its (e g., assess actual or potential offsite: significance that is provided to the NRC plan in a manner that adequately consequences, activate emerpacy
but not amounting to a Severity 14w11. protects public health and safety, or (iii) response facilities, and augment shift

| 11. or m violation: poor self critiques of the licensee's staff);
2. Information that the NRC requires exercises, enforcement action may be 2. A licensee failure to meet or.*

be kept by a licensee and that is appropriate. implement more than one emergencyincomplete or ineaurste and of more A. Severity Level 1-Violatiens planning standard involving assessment"

I
than minor significance but not involving for example: or notification: orarnounting to a Sewrity LawlI. D, or m In a pneral emerpocy. licensee 3. A breakdown in the control ofviolation: failure to promptly (1) cornctly classify licensed activities involving a number3. An inadequate review or failure to the ennt. (2) make required of violations that are related (or, if

,

review under 10 CFR Part 21 or other notifications to responsible Federal.,

procedurst violations associated with to State, an local agencies. or (3) repond isolated, that are recurring violations),

CFR Part 21 with more than minor to the event (e.g., assess actual or that collectively represent a potentially
significant lack of attention or

safety significance: Potential offsite consequences, activate carelmsness toward licensed4. Violations of the requirennents of emergency response facilities and r,sponsibilities.Part 26 of more than minor significance; augment shift staff). D. Severity Lowl IV-Violations5. A failure to report acts of licensed B. Severity Level II-Violations
cperators or supervisors pursuant to 10 involving for example: involving for example:

A licznsee failure to meet orCDt 26.73: or
1. In a site emergency, licensee failure implement any emergency planning6. Discrimination cases which, in to promptly (1) cornctly classify the

standard or requirement not directlythemselves, do not warrant a Senrity ennt. (2Tmake required notifications to related to assessment and notification.
L4 vel m categorization. responsible Federal. Staus, and local

apacies. or (3) respond to the event Dated at Rockville. Maryland. this 23rd daySeppMVII' -. ci
"-

*(e.g., assess actual or potential offsite
mr- - - the uclear Regulatory Commission.consequences, activate emerpncy

This supplement provides examples response facilities, and augment shift I*h* M *F "-I
ef violations in each of the foue severity staff); or 3*c"88'7 */8h C***'.88"-

,

levela na guidance in determining the 2. A licensee failure to meet or Int Doc. 95-15952 Mled 6-29-95: 8:45 aml
cppropriate senrity lent for violations implement one emergency planning nume caos remus-e

.
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